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Figure 1

A MEASURE

OF RARITY - Like any other scarce resource, the above map shows potentially threatened
habitats that contain a large number of species of plants and animals that are rare. Several are
found nowhere else on planet earth. Notice the high degree of overlap between vulnerable habitats
in the Cumberland Plateau (Figure 1) and coal-bearing areas (Figure 2).

Figure 2
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Introduction
This report contains a three part review of Tennessee’s mining policy. A product of more than 1,600 hours of research, 200
stakeholder interviews, and numerous on-site visits, it provides an overview of trends in the coal market, production, and
policy. In so doing, it argues the case for upgrading how coal mining is regulated in Tennessee and points to a sense of
urgency for doing so. It also provides a comprehensive review of related policy issues in need of improvement.
Current world, national, regional and local events indicate significant coal production increases on an order of
magnitude equal to what occurred with the advent of surface mining, and possibly what previously transpired with
the development of rail transportation.
Although the permit and production numbers for Tennessee are low when compared with other states, coal seams
occur in a narrow and biologically rich area of the state — the Cumberland Plateau. Projected coal production
increases are significant (200% to 700%), making the potential for serious wildlife and natural resource impacts
both probable and alarming.
We believe that these factors forecast:


significant and negative impacts to sensitive natural resources located throughout the Cumberland Plateau



potential large scale legal actions between environmental interests and coal mining interests

We believe that neither of these outcomes will be productive for this area or the state of Tennessee.

SOUTHWINGS

For these reasons, the Tennessee Wildlife Federation commissioned this research report to review the history,
effectiveness, and future direction of coal mining management in Tennessee. It is our hope that this document
will be a useful tool in determining the most proactive methods and policies for ensuring that where coal mining
takes place, Tennessee’s natural resources are protected. More specifically, in this report we provide recommendations for actions at the state and federal levels of government that we feel are critical to ensuring that coal mining
mistakes of the past are not repeated in the near future.

Coal mine in Claiborne County
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The Federal Role in Tennessee Coal Mining
When Tennessee’s mining laws were repealed in 1984, the Department of Interior’s Office of Surface Mining
(OSM) in Knoxville assumed primary authority or “primacy” over regulating coal mining within the state. OSM’s
staff works hard to enforce laws and regulations; however, they are granting permits based on a twenty-year-old
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) with outdated information.
In 2003, OSM argued against a request to develop a new programmatic EIS for regulating coal mining within
the state by saying neither mine technology nor the amount of production had changed over what had been
anticipated in the original EIS; therefore, a new study was not warranted.
In contrast, findings from this research project indicate:


A substantial increase in permit applications and size of mines being permitted mark a resurgence in
coal production in Tennessee.



Market and production data show this trend continuing, despite the Energy Information Agency’s (EIA)
projections of only a slight production increase for the entire Appalachian Region.

Upon being questioned, EIA statisticians concede that while the data is accurate for the region, it may not hold
true for an individual state. Changes in forecasting methodology indicate EIA’s number is based on recent
performance, as well as available reserves, so data analyses will only show significant change after an increase in
mining activity is underway. Because the data is not analyzed on a state by state basis, it was pointed out by the
Office of Integrated Analysis and Forecasting at EIA that the following economic factors could result in higher
production for a state than that forecast for the region:


Changes in mine ownership providing needed collateral for expansion



Availability and price increases driving up local demand, and



Significantly under-utilized leases becoming available.

All of these conditions are currently occurring in Tennessee, which gives even greater credence to the stated
market indicators. Also, an EIS for the Koppers Reserve, a recently under-utilized coal resource on the
Cumberland Plateau owned by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), predicts a two-to-seven fold increase in
production for the site.

RECOMMENDATION #1
Work with all stakeholders, governments and agencies to create
a new programmatic EIS for managing coal mining in Tennessee
Production increases and outdated information mean that a new programmatic EIS for managing coal mining in
Tennessee is required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Additionally, the scope of this EIS
must be broad enough to address direct and indirect site-specific and cumulative impacts. The existing twenty
year-old EIS could not and does not address the following:
The effect of changes in air regulation and smokestack technology on future coal production in Tennessee —
An analysis of changing air quality standards and the related impact on coal production will help pinpoint
production increases for Tennessee. Mounting evidence shows a region-wide increase in coal production,
greater than anticipated through OSM’s present forecasting mechanisms, and that the percentage of
production change in Tennessee will likely be proportionally greater than that of neighboring states.
Executive Summary
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LEFT: The Cerulean Blue Warbler
can be found in higher concentrations
in the eastern part of Tennessee than
in any other area. Because of its
declining population size, it is on the
Audobon Watch List and being
considered for protection under the
federal Endangered Species Act.
RIGHT: The Red-eyed Vireo spends
the winter in South America, but
returns in large numbers to the Smoky
Mountains for its breeding season.
The cumulative impact of present and forecasted land use changes — Mining in Tennessee declined precipitously
through the ’80s and ’90s. Around the same time, second home development, unplanned growth and land
speculation began putting pressure on the Plateau’s resources. These trends are expected to continue and their
impacts should be analyzed together with those from increased coal production.
Changes in wildlife regulation and populations — It is well known and accepted that Tennessee is the most
biologically diverse inland state in the country. Sound land use decisions, made over the next decade, are
fundamental to conserving this state’s unique ecosystems and natural resources. Since much of that diversity
occurs in the Plateau region, a new programmatic EIS should examine where extraordinary conservation
measures are needed.
OSM also argued a net zero change in wildlife populations to counter the 1993 request for a new EIS;
however, this argument cannot be defended without gathering and analyzing relevant data through the EIS
process, and it does not reflect the dynamic nature of wildlife populations. For example, the Neo-Tropical
Migratory Bird Act, a product of the last decade, resulted in research indicating that East Tennessee habitat is
critical to the survival of several songbird species. A new programmatic EIS will identify areas in which mining
can take place while protecting already-threatened songbird populations. However, birds are just one of many
species in need of evaluation through a programmatic EIS.
Complete inventory of abandoned mine land — Mining has a long history in Tennessee, and the $35 million
estimated cost of reclaiming historic mining damage remains as its legacy. Eighteen counties are known to have
damage. Six counties in the Upper Cumberland Plateau account for $25 million of the inventory, yet no one
knows the full extent. Homeowners whose new homes have slid into abandoned mine sites can attest to areas
of unknown damage in southern counties. Understanding the scope of abandoned mine land damage remaining
from sites abandoned prior to passage of the Surface Mine Control and Recovery Act (SMCRA) is essential to
understanding cumulative impacts and for guiding restoration efforts. An important part of the latter component is identifying where re-mining can be used to repair lingering water quality problems.
The effect of the last twenty years of abandoned mine land restoration — Considerable improvement in mining
regulation and practices have occurred after passage of SMCRA in 1977. However, the learning curve was
steep and problems remain from well-intentioned efforts. An analysis is essential to assessing the cumulative
impact and for refining permitting criteria.
Off-site problems associated with mining — Presently the impact of secondary roads is not considered in
permitting and it is problematic for landowners and county governments. The construction and monitoring of
power line rights of way is another area for consideration and review. Research indicates present construction
practices result in unnecessary water runoff that contributes to pollution and additional safety problems.

Coal Mining in Tennessee
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The amount of coal mining in Tennessee steadily declined over the last twenty years and OSM attempted to
address changing legal mandates and land use changes through promulgation of rules or through Environmental Assessments on a permit-by-permit basis. While understandable under the circumstances, current and
anticipated production increases demand development of a new programmatic EIS. Tennessee and Washington
are the only two states where OSM retains primacy for regulating coal mining. And Tennessee is the only one
where a significant production increase in coal and coal mining is anticipated.
Other Federal considerations — There is a need to place an emphasis on the post mining land use (PMLU) so
that either wildlife habitat or reforestation is chosen at least 90% of the time. Only then can work to create
the most successful habitat possible during the reclamation process be accomplished. Specifically, this can be
accomplished by:
1. eliminating soil compaction
2. choosing specific wildlife habitat objectives
3. providing technical expertise on habitat restoration
4. providing incentives for companies to choose wildlife or reforestation as the PMLU
5. helping to provide certainty on bond release to a mining company that implements high quality habitat
restoration and protects water quality during the reclamation process.

The State of Tennessee’s Role in Coal Mining
In the past, both environmental and coal industry stakeholders were unable to agree upon the need for additional
regulation, and the strength of such regulation. This resulted in Tennessee’s inability to pass legislation that would
have maintained primacy or primary permitting authority over coal mining, after passage of the Surface Mine
Control and Recovery Act. Though OSM began regulating coal mining in Tennessee in 1984, the Tennessee
Department of Environment and Conservation (TDEC), through the Division of Water Pollution Control
(WPC), retained responsibility for permitting and enforcing federal and state water quality laws. Consequently,
the state has input on individual mine permits.

RECOMMENDATION #2
Work with all stakeholders and governments to effect a state review
and re-examination of state policies related to coal mining.
Any disagreements between stakeholders over limited water permitting authority held by TDEC do not get to the
heart of the debate of coal mining — that being protection of wildlife and natural resources through an updated,
sound and scientifically-based permitting process. These events point to the need for Tennessee to re-examine
whether the state should regain primacy, as well as what other public policy and management changes will be
needed to prepare for this next round of coal mining. While a cursory review indicates the state will be better off
financially to leave primary regulatory authority to OSM, this decision and the changes outlined below must be
supported by a new programmatic EIS at OSM.

Executive Summary
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Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation (TDEC)
More staff and professional expertise are needed at TDEC. The Division of Water Pollution Control’s staff is
dedicated, hardworking, and creative; however, the Department is handicapped in being able to meet objectives.


Staffing levels are too low to adequately regulate the present level of resource extraction in East Tennessee.
[In addition to increased coal production an increase in oil and gas is also anticipated.]



There can be no independent technical review of applications with only one engineer and no hydrologist
on staff.



Water quality data is needed for many of the headwater and tributary streams in the region where mining
may occur.



A “Memorandum of Understanding” detailing cooperation between TDEC and OSM is twenty years old
and efforts to renew it have been unsuccessful.

Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency (TWRA)
The Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency is responsible for managing the state’s broad array of wildlife resources.
Consequently, they have input on individual mining permits, but their input, like that of TDEC’s, is limited to the
scope of the permit being reviewed. A new programmatic EIS will give these departments an opportunity to better
understand and address the full scope of mining increases together with their cumulative impacts.
TWRA is also in the unique position of owning surface rights and managing wildlife and their habitats on land
where they do not own the minerals or timber. Mining is taking place under, and timber harvesting on, publicly
owned land at the Royal Blue and Sundquist Wildlife Management Areas. Oil and gas extraction will soon follow.
TWRA land managers have had mixed success using Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) or Shared
Management Agreements for managing these extraction processes. Although the process is improving, the present
situation has been problematic.
In order to maximize gain and minimize loss from mining and oil and gas production, TWRA needs to develop a
wildlife management plan for the Sundquist and Royal Blue Management Areas. By detailing species of concern with their habitat requirements and management strategies, these plans can be used to guide permit decisions.
The plan should also include strategies that address how meaningful wildlife management will work with coal mining and oil and gas production.
TWRA must fund additional manpower and expertise to manage the added activities at these WMAs. No other
WMAs are faced with the volume or complexity of activities taking place on the Sundquist and Royal Blue WMAs.
In addition to the normal requirements for law enforcement, promoting and managing wildlife (including elk),
hunting and fishing, Royal Blue staff has to manage an area with the heaviest use of off highway vehicles (OHVs)
in the state.
Over the last three years, the amount of land managed by TWRA more than doubled with the addition of the
Sundquist WMA. Mining and timber management activities have also more than doubled. And a new interest in
conservation of the Cumberlands has the manager involved in on-going meetings and planning sessions. With only
eight slotted positions, one of which is vacant and the other employee deployed to Iraq (at the time of this
report), TWRA staff can only respond to urgencies; they are not currently positioned to be proactive.
Increased mining and timber harvesting can pay dividends in habitat restoration; however, not having enough staff
and expertise to execute successful management will cost the state both money and valuable wildlife and natural
resources. Tennessee agreed to work in concert with resource extractors when the land was acquired and now it is
incumbent on state leaders to ensure that these operations are well coordinated and managed in a way that will
best protect the terrestrial and aquatic resources.

Coal Mining in Tennessee
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Other State Considerations
The Abandoned Mine Land Fund (the Fund), established through the Surface Mine Control and Recovery
Act, was set to expire in 2004. By law, a percentage of the sale of each ton of coal is used for restoration of
mines abandoned prior to passage of SMCRA. As mentioned earlier, Tennessee has $35 million of known
abandoned mine damage and it is doubtful this land can ever be fully restored without the Fund. While
Congress agrees the Fund has been successful, a handful of U.S. Senators are holding up the reauthorization
bill to secure additional funding for their states. Continuing legislation has kept it alive in its present form and
it is now set to expire in September 2006.
Three companion bills have been introduced in the current session: one favoring western interests, the other
eastern, and a compromise bill. All bills include Tennessee but provisions in the compromise bill are most
favorable. Support for the compromise is slowly gaining momentum in Congress; and Tennessee’s governor
will want to make every effort to see that it is passed.
On another subject, TVA will eventually release the EIS for mining at the Koppers Reserve. Among the alternatives being considered is selling the Authority’s rights to another entity. This is a very real possibility and
the state should be exploring the need and feasibility of buying all or a portion of these. If they are bought by
private interests there will be fewer safeguards for publicly owned land.

Conclusion
Coal mining is a highly polarized issue in
Tennessee. Citizens remember a legacy of
problems from our long history of coal
mining, and have expressed concerns about
the increased heavy traffic on local roads,
water quality problems, scenic view
changes, and fish and wildlife habitat
destruction.
Elected officials are also wary. While county
executives, mayors, and local officials welcome any positive economic impact, they
realize local gain will be small when compared to the potential for negative impacts
from coal mining. Many of them are still
managing expensive long-term problems
associated with old mine sites.
It is imperative that the Bredesen administration and Tennessee’s senate and congressional delegation act now to
save our state’s precious and highly valuable economic and natural resources by promoting a new programmatic
EIS and by reviewing and upgrading state policy. Existing mining activity has increased and a “flood” of new permits is anticipated. Getting in front of the curve will save taxpayer dollars and minimize political fall-out.
No issue, such as mining, stands alone when it comes to public policy in the Cumberlands. Research for this
project revealed related policy considerations. These and other opportunities are outlined under Public Policy
Recommendations. The Governor can address these together with an evaluation of coal policy by providing
the mandate and inviting those who daily manage the programs to take a multi-agency look at the full range
of issues.
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Economic Assessment
Increasing Demand for Coal
Local Issues
Clean Air
Regulation

Power production has driven the coal market for decades. Reports from the
Department of Energy’s Energy Information Administration (EIA) and the National
Mine Association (NMA) show that more than nine of every ten tons of coal purchased in the U.S. are sold for power generation. Amendments to the Clean Air Act
for 1990, mandating lower emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO2) from coal fired power
plants, had an immediate and significant impact on Tennessee as well as the national
coal market.

EIA research indicates that coal burning power companies were able to meet the first round of cleaner air quality
standards by employing technology available at the time and switching to a lower sulfur coal. Tennessee saw a 50%
drop in coal production during the ’90s and this pattern was mirrored across other eastern coal-producing states.
Simultaneously production increased in the Powder River Basin (PRB) of Colorado, Montana and Wyoming where
low sulfur deposits are found. As an example, 890 million tons of coal went to the utility industry in 2002 and
PRB coal accounted for 550 million tons, more than half of it.
This shift has had a negative bearing on regional utility companies. Their boilers were designed for burning higher
sulfur local coal, which produces more electricity — British thermal units (BTU) — than PRB for the same number of tons burned. And transporting coal from out west is more expensive for eastern power companies than
using local coal.

The Tide is
Shifting

Recent technological advances (i.e., scrubbers) are helping power companies meet
newly imposed smokestack emission standards related to nitrous oxide (NOX) and
sulfur dioxide (SO2) while burning a higher percentage of local coal. As a result TVA
and neighboring power companies — Carolina Light and Power, Pioneer, Duke
Energy, Scana, and Southern Companies — have implemented a new phase in their
on-going efforts to reduce smokestack emissions.

TVA had already installed six scrubbers at its largest operating units — two at Cumberland Fossil Plant in
Tennessee, two at Paradise Fossil Plant in Kentucky, and two at Widows Creek Fossil Plant in Alabama — when in
2002 it announced a contract to install five more. These five scrubbers will be installed over a ten year period, with
construction set to begin after completion of NOX reduction projects.
One scrubber is being installed at Bull Run Fossil Plant in Tennessee, two at Kingston Fossil Plant in Tennessee,
one at Paradise Fossil plant in Kentucky and one at Colbert Fossil Plant in Alabama. By 2005, NOX emissions will
be 70%-75% below 1995 levels. By 2010, SO2 emissions are expected to be 80%-85% below 1977 levels.
Other power companies have similar projects. This means the market for Tennessee and regional coal is enjoying a
resurgence and should continue to do so through the next decade. Coal producers in the Illinois basin, Ohio, and
western Pennsylvania coal fields are expecting a corresponding increase. Neither TVA nor the other regional utility
companies will divulge the amount of increase for business purposes. However, even a 10% increase in TVA’s
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consumption for its Tennessee generating plants will double the state’s current coal production rates because of
the volume being burned. With a small increase in out-of-state sales and/or TVA’s buying pattern shifting to
acquisition of more Tennessee coal, production could easily surpass what was forecast in the 1985 programmatic
EIS for Tennessee.
There is also talk of another change in the coal market if EPA continues its present course and decides to limit the
amount of mercury emission from smokestacks. However, any downturn is expected to be negligible and the
effect could be positive. While there are many variables (types of coal being burned, smokestack temperature,
atmospheric conditions, etc.), it is generally easier to remove mercury from eastern coal than PRB using the new
scrubber technology.

Global Issues
“The China
Factor”

World markets are demanding more coal. China has vast reserves of metallurgical and
coking coal used in industrial ovens. For years they have contracted on the world
market to export their coal. However, the rate of industrial development at home has
forced them to import coal. Export contracts are not renewed as they expire, and the
Chinese government has tried to cancel as many contracts as they could. Last year
this increased demand on the worldwide market by 140 million tons.

The term “China Factor” can be misleading. China is not the only country with an increasing need for metallurgical and coking coal. India and other emerging third world countries also have a demand and are importing coal.
Tennessee has for some years sent a small quantity of metallurgical coal to Japan. The state is beginning to realize a
gain from the heightened demand and will continue to do so. Tennessee has proven deposits and its river and rail
systems are well suited for transporting coal to the world market. While gains are anticipated, reserves will not
support Tennessee being a big player in this market. Power generators will remain the state’s major market because
of the available resource and proximity to the market.
A brief history lesson is needed to fully comprehend the importance of impending market changes: see article at right.

Current Market Conditions
EIA data shows a dramatic upswing in spot market prices and a flattening of the precipitous decline in the price of
contract coal. Contract prices are slower to turn than spot prices, since the average price is raised as more contracts
expire and are re-bid. It will take 3-5 years before the full effect is known.

Increasing Prices
Contract
Prices

Coal prices have been set by utility companies because they control 90+% of the
market. Approximately 85% of industry purchases are done on 2 to 5 year contracts.
Utility companies start the contracting process with a “Request for Proposal” (RFP).
An RFP will state that the utility company desires to purchase a specified tonnage
and grade of coal, for delivery to a plant site at stated intervals, over a specified time.
Producers submit their bid and the contract is awarded to the lowest bidder.

Making the Case
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COAL MINING IN TENNESSEE
A BRIEF HISTORY
Production
Maps in the Tennessee Department of Geology and on the EIA website show eastern coal seams begin
to play out across Tennessee. Seams here are narrow and difficult to mine. As a result, the state has consistently ranked near the top of the second tier and not among the top ten coal producing states.
The mining industry formed in Tennessee around 1830 and production doubled every decade through
1870. In the 1880s, there was a 400% increase when rail transportation made it possible to send coal out
of the region. Production continued to double each decade through the early part of the century. It
declined slightly during the Great Depression and World War II. Demand increased again in the ’50s and
remained steady through the ’60s. Expansion of surface mining resulted in a 50% increase in the 1970s
when production peaked at 91 million tons.
Financial pressure caused by tighter and more expensive regulation, following passage of the Surface Mine
Control and Recovery Act (SMCRA), forced some operators out of business in the 1980s and production fell
a little over 10%. However, the market shift resulting from changes in smokestack emission standards
caused a 50% production decline and saw even more producers going out of business in the 1990s.

Market Trends
Nationally, EIA figures show the price of coal has consistently held between $20 and $25 a ton since
1900 with spikes reaching $29 in 1922, $34 in 1948, and $54 in 1976, when the price of coal reached
an all time high. Prices have declined since 1974 reaching an all time low of $17.79 in 2000.
Coal companies were able to remain in business, despite an extended period of flat, then steadily
declining prices, because productivity at the mine increased. Mechanization helped labor productivity
double between 1900 and 1939, and again in 1957. Around 1983 production doubled with sophisticated
machines replacing miners; and it has remained on an upward trend — doubling again in 1994,
and increasing by another 35% by 2003. Nationally the number of miners declined from over 175,000
in 1983 to fewer than 75,000 in 2003.
In Tennessee the number of mine operators was at 144 companies when SMCRA was enacted in 1977.
Rules were promulgated and enforcement began in 1982. Between 1983 and 1993, the number of producers declined from 95 to 26. In 2002, there were only 18 producers. Productivity increases were often
not enough to bridge the gap between narrowing profit margins and rising operation costs (equipment,
regulation, and bonding increases).
See Appendix D for more information on the coal industry in Tennessee.
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Contracts were let on 8 to 10 year intervals until the State of California and other utilities were burned by being
tied to higher priced long-term contracts when market prices fell drastically. As a result, contract lengths generally
vary from 2-5 years. The coal market, especially for eastern coal, has been buyer-driven for more than a decade.
Because coal companies buy from the lowest bidders, some producers stretched to make the lowest bid in order to
keep cash flowing into their companies. As reported above, steadily narrowing profit margins directly or indirectly
forced many of them out of business. Other companies cut back on production when the price fell at or near the
cost of extraction.
However, the market is shifting to a more favorable position for sellers due to the following confluence of
circumstances:


Increased demand nationally and internationally for coal means sellers have a choice about where to sell
their coal,



Production costs for eastern coal are increasing because remaining coal reserves are more costly to recover,



Eastern coal is more expensive than PRB coal. However, it is more desirable because of its Btu efficiency and
lower transportation costs, and



Better financed producers no longer have to “stretch” to have the lowest bid. They can afford to wait until
prices increase.

As a result, utility companies have been forced by dwindling coal supply to raise their purchase prices; production
has increased at existing sites, some new permits have been granted, and more are under development.

Spot Market
Prices

Another indicator of future trends is the spot market. Utility companies purchase the
remaining 15% of their coal supply on the spot market in order to manage fluctuating
power demands. Spot market contracts run less than one year.

In the last year, prices have shot up significantly. National data, collected by EIA
from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (FERC) Form 423 and EIA-423
data surveys, indicate that new record highs for spot coal prices were established in
both September and October 2004. The September 2004 spot market coal price was $1.760 per mmBtu and the
Oct 2004 price was $1.788 per mmBtu. The previous record spot price was $1.724 per mmBtu recorded in
October 1981.
A look at more specific spot market data comes from a weekly newsletter produced by EIA. Trends here indicate
the story for Central Appalachian (including northern Tennessee) coal is even more compelling. Coal prices had
risen to the mid-$20s in early 2002. By August 2003, prices had increased to $37 a short ton, and they reached a
high of $62 in October 2004. In the last six months, prices have leveled off around $60 a short ton.

Stock Prices

An April 11, 2005 Washington Post article, “As Coal Prices Rise, So Do Coal Stocks,”
reveals that “coal has been transformed as an investment because the coal industry is
on its first up cycle in 20 years.” The report references two Abingdon (VA) coal
companies that went public late last year and in two months their share prices rose
40%. The Post also cites investment firms and mutual funds eagerly investing in coal
company stock.

New
Investors

With an improved outlook for the coal market, the number of producers in Tennessee
increased to 23 in 2003. Better financed operators were able to remain in business
through the difficult times and they are being joined by some of the new well-funded,
publicly traded companies. National Coal Company is an example of the latter.

Making the Case
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National’s 2003 entrance into Tennessee involved four strategic acquisitions of other companies. These acquisitions allowed National to quickly build coal reserves and immediately start operating existing, already permitted
mine sites. The company upgraded their business by constructing new and improving existing coal handling sites.
As a result, they have been able to capitalize on an upswing in market prices with no down time for infrastructure
development.
The present surface mining activity maintains cash flow and profit, while National develops its business plan.
Although re-mining abandoned surface mine sites is part of their plan, much of the above ground coal has already
been extensively mined. Company executives see underground mining as the long-term future of the coal business
in Tennessee. However, this strategy will take a while to develop. Building underground mines is expensive and
time-consuming.

What Does This Mean for the Future?
A 2002 NMA report on Tennessee’s mining industry shows that 28 million tons of coal were used for power generation
and only 3 million tons were produced here. While PRB coal will continue to be a significant part of the mix, demand
for eastern coal should grow exponentially as the new smokestack technology comes on line.
Regrettably, straightforward information about the rate and pace of an increase is not available to the general public.
Local coal companies were unwilling to comment and it is also considered proprietary information by the utility
companies and NMA. Interested outsiders are left to conjecture. However, there are indicators beyond an upturn in
market prices and investment in the coal field.

Production
The increased initial demand for more local coal has been met by using excess capacity at existing mines. Mine permits take eighteen months to process and they are issued for five year cycles, so annually the number of permits is
relatively small. It takes a while for change to become evident. In the late ’90s both the number of applications and
the size (acres) of mines permitted declined, but that also appears to be changing. More and/or larger mines were
permitted in 2002, 2003, and 2004.
Permit requests are centered on the northern end of the Cumberland Plateau. Environmental problems in southern
counties have historically been more complex. Mining there ceased in 2000 when the price of coal fell below the
cost of mining; however, this too will likely change with consistently higher prices.
A 1998 EIA report estimating coal production through 2025 predicted a 4% increase for this region. Yet changes in
EIA’s data gathering methodology (relying on actual production figures and producer forecasts) hamper this type of
long-term analysis. Research conducted in conjunction with TVA’s EIS for mining the Koppers (Coal) Reserve offers
a more recent gauge. TVA estimates production increases at Koppers from 2 to 7 times the current rate.
Tennessee’s 2004 production was 3 million tons; the most coal ever produced here was just over 11 million tons
in 1971. Clearly a 200%, 500% or higher increase will not happen overnight. However, problems associated with
increased production at already permitted sites have escalated. Managing these short-term challenges demands
immediate action and more thoughtful steps are needed to manage long-term production increases. The time to
start is now.
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TYPES OF MINING
MOUNTAINTOP REMOVAL – Mountaintop
removal mining typically involves the removal of
multiple coal seams near the top of the mountain. As
the name implies, the entire top of a mountain is
removed and the mine area is leveled off to get at the
coal for mining. The overburden that is removed
from the top of the mountain is placed in hollows
below the lowest coal seams mined. This practice is
often referred to as “hollow fills.” The removal of the
mountaintop and the construction of these fills will
change the contour of the land and stream runoff
patterns. The need for placing large hollow fills in
intermittent or perennial streams does not comply
with Tennessee’s Water Quality Act. As a result,
mountaintop removal is not common in Tennessee.
CROSS-RIDGE MINING – Cross-ridge mining
is similar to mountaintop removal in that the entire
top of a mountain or ridge is removed to access one or
more seams of coal. However, in cross-ridge mining,
the mountaintop is reclaimed to the approximate
original contour (AOC). Because the area is reclaimed
to AOC, the need for large hollow fills is eliminated.
Any excess material has to be hauled away where it is
typically placed in smaller fills or used to reclaim
abandoned mine sites to AOC.
CONTOUR MINING – Contour mining paths
follow the coal seam and curvature of the mountain
around in a spiral pattern. The initial overburden is
removed and placed in a temporary or permanent fill
unless the site has been previously mined. If so, material can be stored on an old mining bench. Dozers and
backhoes remove the coal and the overburden is placed
according to the AOC. Work is done in incremental
sections and the dirt replaced as mining progresses
around the mountain.
Contour mining can be done with new seams or
in re-mining abandoned sites. Re-mining sites abandoned prior to passage of SMCRA can offer environmental advantages — the site has to be restored at or
nearer the AOC, which improves drainage patterns.
While re-mining abandoned mine sites has many
advantages, caution has to be taken in deciding which
sites to re-mine. Those with higher concentrations of
pyrite in the overburden can be problematic, because

re-mining can expose more pyrite to air and water
possibly increasing the rate of acid mine drainage. In
this case, the gain from restoring the land to AOC is
not sufficient to outweigh the potential for additional
acid mine drainage problems.

HIGHWALL MINING – Highwall or auger mining
is also used in re-mining as well as new mining.
Contour mining can recover a portion of the coal
over what was available with the last technological
advance and the highwall/auger miner can get most of
what is left. Highwall mining is cost effective for the
producer because only one or two people are involved
in operating the machine. There is also less overburden to be managed with the auger because it stays
within the seam.
The only requirement for using a highwall miner
or an auger is to have an exposed coal seam to drill
into. Some operators choose to go back to abandoned
strip benches and scrap away the debris that is lying at
the bottom of the old highwalls to expose the coal
seams again. Then they tunnel back into the coal
seams and use all the “reasonably available material”
to reclaim the old abandoned bench. However, they
also use these on new mine sites after they have
removed all the coal they can by surface mining.
Many contour mining operations use this to get coal
from areas where the overburden is too thick to be
removed. Auger or highwall miner holes have to be
plugged to prevent drainage.
This term can be confusing because highwalls
are referenced at abandoned mine sites. Earlier technology sliced the contour of the mountain back to the
seams, the coal was removed and the sheer face left
exposed. These abandoned sites have serious water
quality problems which re-mining can address by
improving the contour or restoring it to AOC.
UNDERGROUND – Coal seams in Tennessee are
narrow and so are underground mines. The mines
follow the seams. Generally, all underground mining
in Tennessee is “room and pillar.” Companies use one
of two methods for removal: Continuous miners are
machines with large cutting heads that cut the coal
and load it directly on a conveyor belts that run to the
outside. The other option is a cutting machine that
undercuts the coal. The exposed face is then drilled
and exploded. A “scoop” car lifts the coal that is shot
down and puts it in a “pan” to haul to the conveyor or
the surface.
Making the Case
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Environmental Assessment
Managing Resource Removal on Public Lands
Royal Blue Wildlife Management Area
The need to review public policy becomes even clearer when looking at coal production and other resource
removal activities occurring on public land. The Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency (TWRA) owns the surface
rights to Royal Blue Wildlife Management Area, a 53,000 acre parcel of land straddling western Campbell and
eastern Scott counties. The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) owns the Koppers (Coal) Reserve underlying most
of the property. This area is typical of coal properties in eastern Tennessee and eastern Kentucky. It contains 19
coal seams of various thickness and quality.
While existing mine operations remained active, mining had been significantly curtailed over the last decade. And
TVA stopped entertaining requests for new leases in 2003, when the agency determined to update its EIS for
mining on that site. With prices and demand on the upswing there is a pent-up demand for Koppers leases. Local
reports indicate there will be “a flood” of applications once the EIS is released. The owners of Mark 5 Engineering
in Clinton and IRTEC in Caryville report they have had to add staff to manage the increased volume of new
applications being prepared for client companies.
TVA’s EIS (Appendix B) will offer guidance on whether and how best to mine Koppers. The company will analyze
six alternatives, but they are not bound to follow any of them. One possible alternative is to have no further coal
mining. This will likely not be chosen, because TVA needs the money and the coal. Intermediate options will
include one or more mining scenarios. The last alternative would be for TVA to sell the property to an outside
interest. And this last one could very well be the preferred alternative. State officials will want to evaluate buying
all or strategic parts of the mineral rights. If not, the rights will be bought by private interests and there will be
fewer legal safeguards for state-owned resources.

Sundquist Wildlife Management Area
In 2003 the state of Tennessee and the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency acquired surface rights to 70,000
acres adjacent to Royal Blue, known as the Sundquist Wildlife Management Area. Tracts of this size are not readily
available and the state was strapped for cash, so it employed a creative public/private partnership to make the deal.
GMO Renewable Resources (GMO), a publicly traded company doing business as Gottsaull Tennessee Forest
LLC, bought the timber and contracted with Fountain Forestry to manage it. A Shared Management Agreement
or MOU details how timber will be managed. Guidelines developed by the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI)
and Tennessee Division of Forestry’s Best Management Practices (BMPs) provide a basis for the agreement.
Private interests, not the state, own the coal, oil, and gas under the Sundquist WMA. National Coal Company
acquired companies with three existing permits for mining under the western portion. Triple H Mining (controlled
by three members of the Hatmaker family, second generation East Tennessee miners) has applied for a permit to
mine an area under the eastern portion. Oil and gas permit requests will soon follow.

Coal Mining in Tennessee
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Contemporary Problems
A look at already existing problems associated with resource removal in and around the Royal Blue and Sundquist
WMAs is instructive of what has happened on state land and what can happen elsewhere without public policy review
and upgrade. Pre-mining timber removal is discussed here because coal mining and timber removal are almost always
linked due to the amount of forest covering the Plateau. Each layer of resource extraction has an effect on the landscape and these should be analyzed to assess cumulative impacts and for developing effective public policy.

DOUG MURRAY

Mining at Royal Blue Wildlife Management Area —
Known Issues
Mining permits address coal hauling
roads; however, they do not address
secondary roads that carry employee
traffic, equipment, and supplies.
Roads through Royal Blue suffer
from vehicle weight and traffic
volume and the burden of repair falls on the landowner, not the
mining company.

Secondary
Road Impacts

Further, the county struggles with the on-going cost of road
repair. For instance, heavy coal hauling trucks have degraded
Norma Road, a public road connecting mines with a washing site
at Smokey Junction and the tipple at Turley. In some areas the
road is down to one lane and dangerous to drive.
There is another related problem with roads when one links the ongoing timber management and coal company
activities in an area common to both activities. Coal companies must maintain roads on restored mine sites for five
years after the mine has been reclaimed before the bond can be released. This allows inspectors access to the area.
Timber operations can negatively impact roads on coal mine sites. Ultimately, OSM holds the coal companies
accountable for repairing the damage even though it was created by a forest management company. A scenario
very similar to this example took place on the Sundquist WMA.

Power
Lines

Power lines built for mining operations are not permitted or inspected. They are
usually run straight down the mountain in an effort to connect to the mine site using
the shortest distance. Their path causes water runoff problems and the unattended
high voltage lines can become safety hazards.

In early 2005, Joe Elkins, TWRA’s on-site forester, was preparing for a prescribed
burn when he received a high voltage electrical shock. He had been pointing to a
loose power line to alert others of its existence when electricity arced through the air to his outstretched arm.
Doctors attending him reported that he was lucky the power traveled down one side of his body without crossing
over. The damage was temporary instead of fatal.
On the same day, Stan Stooksbury, manager of both Royal Blue and Sundquist WMAs, was walking another power
line right-of-way when he found two live 7,000-volt power lines lying on the ground. If not discovered, they could
have seriously injured or killed someone.

Making the Case
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Managing
Wildlife

A portion of the unmined area at the Royal Blue WMA is home to dozens of rare
plants and animals. However, half of the area has been extensively mined, 35% surface
mined, and some areas have been both underground and surface mined. Lingering
problems remain. Land managers have been working to restore habitat on the mined
areas and to develop management plans for improving all of the land. Yet their efforts
are continually thwarted and their time co-opted by activities over which they have
little or no control.

Braden Mountain is a prime example. In 2001, the permit holder, Gatliff Coal Company, notified TWRA they
would start mining on a specified date within the year. The state owns the timber rights at Royal Blue, so TWRA
staff organized a salvage cut in an effort to realize at least some return on the timber. The logging company had
just enough time to high grade the timber, cutting only the largest trees. Four years later, the mine still has not
been started and the high graded stand will ultimately produce inferior timber. Around the same time, Gatliff
failed to follow through at two other sites after the timber had been harvested. These were on Walnut Mountain.

Managing
Chaos

State administrators accepted that logging and mining could co-exist with wildlife
management when these sites were acquired. Yet there have been and are problems to
be worked out. These problems have had an economic impact, which is compounded
by not having enough staff or expertise for the scope of work.

Eight people are responsible for managing the 130,000 acres at Royal Blue and two
other WMAs — Sundquist and Cove Lake. Presently there are only six employees on
site because one is serving in Iraq and one was promoted within TWRA. Thus, there are not enough people and
financial resources to proactively manage the complex set of activities taking place here.
The staff ’s primary responsibilities are wildlife and habitat management; however, they also manage the largest
offroad vehicle site in the state, coal mining, and timber management. Soon they will be coordinating oil and gas
extraction. And they are involved in meetings to develop a strategic plan for protecting the natural diversity of the
Upper Cumberland Mountains. No other WMA has this much activity.

Economic
Loss



Sportsmen, federal, and private matching dollars invested in restoring these sites
are being plowed under for mining and timber harvesting.



Timber income (Royal Blue) is being lost to the state as a result of mining activity.
Forced cuts occur out of the planned rotation when trees are not mature enough
to command top dollar and a salvage cut cannot realize the full value for the available timber.



WMA employees have been so consumed by extraneous activities that they were late planting the spring
(’05) ground cover for wildlife. If this pattern holds for the long-term, the quality of wildlife habitat will
decline at one of the state’s most popular destinations for Tennessee and out-of-state hunters.



Local businesses and government will eventually feel the loss. Tourism dollars from hunting and fishing are a
boon to the local economy and could have greater impact if wildlife habitat and area streams are restored.

Coal Mining in Tennessee
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Managing forestry on a state-owned resource takes staff time, expertise, and a carefully planned strategy. The needs
grow exponentially when mining, oil and gas production are added to mandates for managing OHV use, wildlife,
hunting and fishing. When more layers are added there is a narrower margin for failure. Doing it successfully will
be a model for the future; falling short of the mark will rob future generations of their heritage.
This discussion about mining on public land was expanded to include other resource extraction processes when
their interrelation became apparent. Now the focus again centers on coal policy.

Historic Problems that Must Be Addressed
Abandoned Mine Land Inventory
When SMCRA was passed, a provision was made to inventory and restore mine land abandoned prior to 1977. Five
categories were identified. The highest priorities are health and safety, the third environmental damage, with less
severe categories following.
TVA and DOE’s Oak Ridge Laboratory conducted the Abandoned Mine Land (AML) inventory for Tennessee.
Researchers focused on health and safety issues, which is what was mandated at the time. Despite two decades of
work to restore these sites, an estimated $35 million in unrestored damage remains and this is the tip of the iceberg.

DOUG MURRAY

The inventory was opened for identifying additional tracts two other times, and sites are added as they are brought
to the attention of officials. However, neither the state nor federal government has ever made a systematic attempt
to quantify the full extent of health and safety damage — categories 1 and 2 — associated with abandoned mine
land. And even fewer category 3 areas, with environmental problems, have been identified or quantified.

Acid mine drainage occurs when
water running off an abandoned
mine site comes in contact with
air and minerals, such as pyrite,
with a high acid content. Modern
mining practices require this
material to be covered so it does
not interact with air.

Making the Case
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Cumulative Impacts
OSM evaluates the cumulative impact of a mining operation for new permits. The scope of analysis depends on
what has happened or is likely to happen in the immediate and adjacent area. However, a look at what is presently
occurring argues for a better understanding of region-wide historic as well as current impacts.
It came to our attention, while studying the scope of TVA’s EIS for Royal Blue, that no inventory of abandoned
mine land damage was conducted on sites being actively mined at the time of the inventory. Consequently,
millions of dollars of damage to land and water at the Koppers Reserve were not listed. And twenty-plus years
later some areas and streams are still impaired.
TVA’s EIS assesses damage at Royal Blue and the data can be used for calculating cumulative impacts for new
mines at the site. But this is just part of the picture when looking at a resurgence in mining across the area.
Where else do lingering problems occur?



What impacts are they having on natural resources, citizens and government?



What impact will they have on future mining?



Where does re-mining make sense for improving water quality problems?

SOUTHWINGS



A recently reclaimed surface mine site
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Hazards Associated with Abandoned Mine Land
Photos and text from The National Association of Abandoned Mine Land Programs (NAAMLP),
http://www.onenet.net/~naamlp/hazards.htm. Reproduced here with permission.

ACID MINE DRAINAGE
Water that is discharged from mining or mine-related operations
which contains high levels of dissolved iron and aluminum
sulfates in conjunction with pH values less than 4.5 (acidic).
It is produced when oxygen dissolved in water reacts with pyritic
(iron sulfide) materials found in association with most coal
deposits. Acid mine drainage (AMD) degrades the water quality of
streams and water supplies, often to the point of eliminating all
biological activity within the stream contaminated with AMD.

CLOGGED STREAM
The filling of a stream bed with silt and debris sedimentation originating from abandoned mine land
(AML) and carried downstream by surface runoff.
The sedimentation causes a blockage of the stream
resulting in the flooding of roads and/or residences and
posing a danger to improved property and the public.

DANGEROUS HIGHWALL
The vertical face remaining from the final cut
of a surface mining operation. The associated pit
may be either water-filled or dry.

Making the Case
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DANGEROUS SLIDE
Any AML-related land mass slide of surface-subsurface
soil, mine waste pile or bank, or surface mine spoil due
to instability of its own weight or lubricating effects of
mine drainage water, that endangers human health,
safety, and general welfare and destruction of improved
property located uphill or downhill from the land mass.

HAZARDOUS WATER BODY
Any strip pit with impounded water, regardless
of depth or surface area, that is considered an
attractive nuisance and is located within close
proximity to a populated area, public road, or
other areas of intense visitation. The hazard
must result from some AML-related feature(s)
such as steep or unstable banks and hidden underwater ledges. Hazardous water bodies are generally
associated with dangerous highwalls.

PORTAL
A surface entrance to a drift, tunnel, adit, or
entry that is not sealed or barricaded. It poses a
threat when it is located in close proximity to a
populated area, public road, or other area of
intense visitation.

SURFACE BURNING
Any AML-related continuous combustion of mine
waste material resulting in smoke, haze, heat, or
venting of hazardous gases located within close
distance to a populated area, public road, or other
public use area and posing a danger to the public.
Coal Mining in Tennessee
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Health and Safety
Exposed mine shafts are infrequently, but regularly found and added to the inventory.
Another abandoned mine land problem, subsidence, occurs when the ground collapses into
old mine shafts and underground workrooms
leaving deep depressions in the earth. Some
homeowners have discovered this when their
houses tilted at a dangerous angle or dropped
into the void.

DOUG MURRAY

Dan Branch on a good day.

Slides occur when a few square feet or acres of
previously (surface) mined material slide down
the mountain. Houses or roads in the way go
with it. Slides cause water quality problems and
an economic loss for the landowner. Anyone
regularly driving roads in coal country will see
state and county road crews repairing slide
damage. What other areas have this potential?
Are they likely to be adjacent to another mine,
a new development, or road construction? A
recent slide at the headwaters of Smokey Creek
in Scott County was dubbed “the Big Slide,”
because it encompassed 25 acres. Sliding material obliterated a Class 1 headwater section of
Smokey Creek and sent tons of sediment into
Smokey Creek and on into New River.
Officials are still assessing the problem and
how to fix it.

Habitat
No inventory has been done to show what if
any residual damage exists from sites restored
or mined after 1977. The first twenty years
provided a steep learning curve for regulators.
Initial restoration efforts were centered on
erosion control and some of the techniques
employed, such as heavy compaction, were
counterproductive for habitat regeneration and
water quality. Plants selected were invasive,
such as Russian and Autumn Olive shrubs or
Sericea Lespedeza ground cover. Not only did
these species proliferate into other areas, they
were able to out-compete native species.

Dan Branch River on a day when sedimentation was high.

OSM’s new restoration guidelines are designed
to better prevent and control erosion by
improving habitat regeneration. However, no
one has assessed problems created in the last
twenty years. This information is essential for
Making the Case
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evaluating cumulative impacts as well as better utilizing state and federal restoration dollars. Further, it will take
generations to restore new mine sites at or near the present level of diversity even with the new guidelines. This
information should be factored into the equation in order to understand net loss.

Water
A look at EPA’s 305 B report showing impaired streams and their sources is surprising because the number of
stream miles impacted by mining is so low. It is only when you look at an image showing streams which have and
have not been evaluated that you realize where the problem lies. Several of the headwater and tributary streams in
the heart of coal country have not been assessed.
Independent research projects hint at the story and the news is both good and bad. For example, reaches of New
River were heavily impacted by sediment and acid mine drainage 20 years ago. However, the stream has cleared
itself out to a point where isolated populations of endangered fish have expanded their range. But the areas that
have improved are where the volume and flow of water was sufficient to move the sediment.
Some headwaters and reaches of tributary streams remain impacted decades after the mines were closed and these
are not expected to recover on their own. No one knows the full extent of this damage.

Bonding Sufficiency
Post-SMCRA, mining companies were required to provide bonds to restore sites that were improperly restored
or abandoned before restoration occurred. For a variety of reasons bonds were often not set high enough to
adequately restore these sites. A review would be instructive for setting future bonds and for assessing the need
for additional restoration.
Further, a look at the efficacy and cost of maintaining water control structures would help regulators have a
better understanding of how current permits should be written to minimize on-going problems.

Will History Be Repeated?
The current level of market frenzy is reminiscent of what occurred when outside investment streamed into
Tennessee upon the advent of rail transportation. Coal and cash flowed out-of-state. Expensive social and
environmental problems remained. See Appendix D.
Mining regulation improved after passage of SMCRA and the Tennessee Water Quality Act; however, outdated
information and policy, under-funded and under-staffed state programs leave the state, its citizens and natural
resources vulnerable.
Some geologists argue that Tennessee’s coal resource is “mined out,” and the state’s coal production will be
short-lived; however, they are accustomed to thinking in geologic time and looking at the life of a resource over
hundreds of years.
The exact rate at which coal will be extracted and for how long cannot be determined with publicly available
information. Yet it is clear that policy improvements are needed. It makes little difference from a public policy
standpoint whether the market pressure for increased production is 5, 10, 25, 50, or 100 years. More damage can
be done by those in it to make a “quick buck” and get out than by companies here for the long-term. And
without good regulatory oversight, even the best of companies will develop problems with long-term environmental consequences.
Coal Mining in Tennessee
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Regulatory Legislation Affecting Coal Mining
Coal mining in general is either directly or indirectly affected by passage of the following legislation and subsequent
amendments. Information for this section was taken from agency websites.

National Environmental Policy Act (1969): “The purposes of this Act are: To declare a national policy
which will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment; to promote
efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health
and welfare of man; to enrich the understanding of the ecological systems and natural resources important
to the Nation; and to establish a Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). [NEPA is administered by the
CEQ, which resides at the White House.]”

The Clean Air Act (1970): “The Clean Air Act is the comprehensive federal law that regulates air
emissions from area, stationary, and mobile sources. This law authorizes the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency to establish National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) to protect public health and the
environment.” [The Clean Air Act is administered by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
TDEC.]

Clean Water Act (1972): “Growing public awareness and concern for controlling water pollution led to
enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972. As amended in 1977, this law
became commonly known as the Clean Water Act. The Act established the basic structure for regulating
discharges of pollutants into the waters of the United States. It gave EPA the authority to implement
pollution control programs such as setting wastewater standards for industry. The Clean Water Act also
continued requirements to set water quality standards for all contaminants in surface waters. The Act made
it unlawful for any person to discharge any pollutant from a point source into navigable waters, unless a
permit was obtained under its provisions. It also funded the construction of sewage treatment plants under
the construction grants program and recognized the need for planning to address critical problems posed
by nonpoint source pollution.”

The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has regulated activities by others in navigable waterways through the granting of permits since passage of the Rivers & Harbors Act of 1899. Passage of the
Clean Water Act in 1972, specifically section 404, greatly broadened this role by giving the Corps authority
over dredging and filling in “waters of the United States,” including many wetlands. Mining regulation is
done under a general permit, NWP 21. [EPA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers administer the Clean
Water Act.]

Endangered Species Act (1973): “The Endangered Species Act provides a program for the conservation
of threatened and endangered plants and animals and the habitats in which they are found.” [The
Department of Interior’s U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Department of Commerce’s National
Marine Fisheries Service administer the Endangered Species Act.]

Surface Mining Control and Recovery Act (SMCRA, 1977): Mining legislation was passed as early
as 1872; however, SMCRA set standards for working with states and Indian tribes to permit mining, establish better mining practices to protect citizens and the environment during mining activities, and provide
funding for reclamation of pre-1977 Abandoned Mine Land. [The Department of Interior’s Office of
Surface Mining administers SMCRA.]

Tennessee Water Quality Act (TWQCA, TCA 69-3-101, 1977). TWQA authorized the Water
Pollution Control Division (WPC) of the Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation
(TDEC) to monitor water quality, establish and enforce rules and regulations for protecting the waters of
the state. The TWQA defined the waters of the state and levels of protection by stream flow. It authorizes
the WPC to permit behaviors that would alter streams or cause discharges of point or non-point source
pollution to waters of the state.

Recommendations
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Policy & Management Recommendations
Choices in Need of Review
Overall: Make Decisions Based on the Best Information
It has been said, “The first rule of intelligent government is to do no harm.” When this level of change is imminent, a
look at public policy is imperative. Tennessee’s mining laws were repealed and have not been reviewed since then
Governor Lamar Alexander was thwarted in a bid to improve them. And information contained in the 1985
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement guiding the Office of Surface Mining’s regulation of mining in
Tennessee is woefully out-of-date. A public policy review and upgrade is called for in order to manage the consequences of an increase in coal (oil, and gas) production together with those stemming from other land use changes.
The following points are offered for action:

FEDERAL LEVEL RECOMMENDATIONS
Develop a new programmatic EIS for regulated mining
In 2003, the Southern Environmental Law Center (SELC) asked OSM to develop a supplement to its programmatic
EIS for managing mine permitting and regulation in Tennessee. SELC stated that the EIS was nearly twenty years
old, conditions had changed, and the information was not adequate for permitting current mine activity. While
acknowledging some changes, OSM denied SELC’s request stating that:


While mine size was larger than the one studied in the programmatic EIS, the total acreage permitted was
within what had been studied and therefore did not demand supplemental consideration.



Mining methods and technology examined were essentially the same being used today so supplemental
consideration was not warranted.



While there were population changes for some species, the total number of species affected was not enough
to justify supplemental consideration.



Any change in species populations and changes in environmental regulation have been addressed through the
rule making and regulatory process or addressed with permitting on a project-by-project basis through the
Environmental Assessment.

Soon thereafter a judge upheld OSM’s assessment of the 1985 programmatic EIS in denying an injunction to stop
mining at Zeb Mountain.
More recent market trends and production data demonstrate compelling evidence of a new round of coal
production. The old EIS is out-of-date and a new programmatic Environmental Impact Statement is required
for Tennessee.
Coal Mining in Tennessee
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WHY IS AN INCREASE IN MINING AN
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM WORTHY
OF REVIEW?


Changes in smokestack technology and the price
of coal mean the present increase in mining
activity is an indicator of even bigger future
changes in production.



The National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) requires that a current EIS comprehensively address the environmental consequences
of the activity to be undertaken and that impact
measured against the cumulative impact of other
environmental activities. It specifically forbids
making decisions on a piecemeal basis using
rules and regulation or on a permit-by-permit
basis through an Environmental Assessment.



The effect of post-1990 changes to environmental regulation, such as air and water quality
or the Neo-Tropical Migratory Bird Act, could
not have been evaluated in a 1985 EIS.



The cumulative impact of a decade of double
digit land use changes from new home development and logging activities should be addressed
together with coal mining.



A new EIS should also undertake a comprehensive review of abandoned and restored mine land
to assess all pre-SMCRA damage and the unintended consequences of post SMCRA restoration practices.

Additional information that supports the need for a
new programmatic EIS is as follows.

GEOLOGIC BACKGROUND
Tennessee coal was formed 285 to 325 million years
ago during the Pennsylvania period as the eastern
shoreline advanced and receded. The Pennsylvanian
stratum occurs throughout the Cumberland Plateau,
which runs north and south across Tennessee.
Although much of the Plateau is essentially flat at an
average elevation of 1800 feet, there are gentle undulations and gorges throughout, a 900-foot escarpment on the eastern edge, and mountains ranging
from 2000 feet in the south to 3500 feet in the
north. The Plateau was divided by the Cumberland
Plateau Overthrust. The northern portion features
Elk Valley, which stretches into Kentucky, and the
Sequatchie Valley, which runs south into Alabama,
lies within the Southern Plateau. Twenty-two counties on the Plateau have known coal reserves.

Permitting Authority
The Department of Interior’s Office of Surface Mining
(OSM) regulates mining permits under authority of
SMCRA. However, states can be the primary permitting
and regulating force under this Act, provided state mining
law is equal to or better than that guiding the federal
permitting authority.
In the early 1980s, Governor Lamar Alexander made
tougher mining legislation and enforcement a priority of
his administration. Alexander was responding to
Tennesseans who were outraged over the state’s failure
to enforce existing mining regulation and he wanted to
exceed the improved mining standards set by SMCRA.
In the final analysis, his effort failed when his plan did
not gain the trust of some members of the environmental community or overcome the efforts of mining interests to defeat it. Shortly thereafter (1982), a Knoxville
OSM office was established to regulate coal mining in
Tennessee and Alabama.
Companies desiring to establish new mining activity
must submit an application and detailed mining plan that
meet 18 criteria outlined in SMCRA and detailed in
OSM’s 1985 Programmatic EIS. In addition to answering
how, where, and when they propose to mine, applicants
are required to list company owners and managers. Those
names are checked against OSM’s “Applicant/Violator
System,” a database containing information on surface
coal mining sites, applicants, permittees, operators, and
outstanding violations under SMCRA and state law.
Applicants with unresolved violations are automatically
denied new permits.
All OSM mining permits must have water permits
granted by TDEC’s Division of Water Pollution Control.
Tennessee’s Water Quality Act is equal to or more stringent than federal law, so the state has primacy or controlling authority for issuing both state and federal permits.
Before a mining permit is final, it must have a National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit, which outlines measures the applicant will take to
keep point source pollution out of the stream. It also
must have a section 404, permit NWP 21 (USACE),
which outlines how the company will keep dirt out of
the stream while excavating.

Policy and Management Recommendations
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BIOLOGICAL IMPERATIVE
Tennessee’s unusual geology and habitat changes make it the most biologically rich state that does not touch
an ocean or a gulf. And the Cumberland Mountains in Tennessee and Kentucky are the center of much of this
diversity. The area is a vast storehouse of globally rare plants, fishes, and songbirds. Additionally, all federal
agencies, including the Department of Interior and OSM, are required to protect biological diversity.

A CHANCE

TO IMPROVE ON

EXISTING TECHNIQUES

There is a need to place an emphasis on the post mining land use (PMLU) so that either wildlife habitat or reforestation is chosen at least 90% of the time. Only then can work to create the best habitat possible during the reclamation process be accomplished. Specifically, this can be done by utilizing best management practices (BMPs) that
OSM currently works with mining companies to implement. Some examples of these practices include eliminating
soil compaction and providing technical expertise on habitat restoration.
However, these BMPs are implemented to a varying degree of success, and in some areas have become overly simplified. These BMPs can be refined to improve their effectiveness and level of implementation. Some refinements
to examine include:


Helping to provide certainty on bond release to a mining company that implements high quality habitat
restoration and protects water quality during the reclamation process.



Having companies work with landowners to choose a specific wildlife habitat objective during the
reclamation process



Providing increased incentives for companies to choose wildlife or reforestation as the PMLU, and to
encourage them to have exemplary implementation of reclamation plans

CHANGING LAND USE PATTERNS
For more than a decade, land along the Plateau has been converted at double digit rates. The area is covered
primarily by hardwood forests and demand for Plateau lands has risen over the last decade as land speculators have
moved into the area. The recently released U. S. Forest Service Southern Forest Inventory research indicates that
the greatest long-term threat to Tennessee’s forest is conversion to non-forest uses via development.
The Plateau has become a haven for retirees, those wanting second homes, or who want to live in a scenic area and
telecommute to work. Homes and businesses fill the corridor between Knoxville and Oak Ridge, and the building
boom around Chattanooga is unprecedented. Development stretches from Atlanta past Chattanooga. Urban
sprawl now extends beyond suburbia into more remote areas.
Leaving Knoxville and driving to Kentucky on I-75, it was rare to see homes on a hillside ten years ago but now
developments dot several mountaintops. Initially these sites contained fewer than one hundred homes; now mega
developers have discovered the area. A local Knoxville developer, specializing in large upscale mountain communities, has secured a permit for a 1,869-acre housing development adjacent to the Royal Blue WMA. Construction
will be underway by summer; the state has already begun building the interchange off I-75. An application has
been filed for another 1,000-plus home development, which will be located near the industrial park in Caryville —
less than 5 miles from the Royal Blue WMA.
These kinds of developments will put more pressure on the Plateau’s natural and government resources and they are
undoubtedly the first of several. According to an April 21, 2005 Tennessean article, “Tennessee to Help Pad South’s
Burgeoning Population in 2030,” the U. S. Census Bureau predicts an additional 30% growth for the state.
This information could not have been included in OSM’s 20-year-old environmental impact statement and understanding the ramification is paramount to assessing cumulative impacts for any new mining operation. How many
more four-wheelers will be using Royal Blue? How will the county provide emergency services to the area? Will
they need access through the WMA at all times? How will this impact mining operations and vice versa?
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INCLUDE

A

COMPREHENSIVE INVENTORY

OF

ABANDONED MINE LAND

An updated pre- and post-SMCRA inventory is needed to better understand cumulative impacts from historic
mining and to establish better permit guidelines.
Answering these questions will be central to developing a new programmatic EIS for regulating coal mining in
Tennessee, one that can help state and local governments understand and address complex, often conflicting
demands placed on them.

IT’S

THE

LAW

AND A

SOUND BUSINESS PRACTICE

Only Tennessee and Washington’s mine permitting process is administered by the Office of Surface Mining and
Washington is not anticipating a corresponding production increase. Administrators and legislators may argue that
Tennessee is such a small player when it comes to coal production that the cost and rate of change does not justify
a new programmatic EIS for coal mining in Tennessee.
However, it is a requirement of the National Environmental Policy Act. Tennesseans are polarized on the issue of
mining and a new EIS can help forestall or shorten expensive legal action for coal companies as well as government. Information gained from the work outlined here will also serve as a model for regulatory improvements in
other states.

STATE LEVEL RECOMMENDATIONS
Determine if Tennessee should take primacy for regulating coal mining
MYTH

VERSUS FACT

There is a persistent rumor that Tennessee would have more money for repairing abandoned mine land had the
state retained primacy. This is not true.
The rumor began circulating when citizens understood SMCRA provided a surcharge on coal mined within a state.
Money collected is divided 50% to the state and 50% to the federal government. Additionally, 55% of the money
— left over after designated program expenses are taken from the federal share — is returned to states with
primacy. The law contains another provision providing states which have small production numbers a minimum
share. This was originally set at $1.2 million and later increased to $1.5 million.
Because production declined significantly post-SMCRA, Tennessee would have been categorized as a minimum
program state had the legislature retained primacy. Minimum program dollars would have to be used to fund the
state’s AML office and restore abandoned mine land. The cost of managing the program would deplete money
available for restoration. And the cost of managing the regulatory program would have exceeded permit fees.
Without primacy Tennessee was forced to apply for grants from the federal share of the abandoned mine land
fund. Tennessee revised its AML program after passage of SMCRA and Governor Alexander’s administration
created a position to manage the program. A review of money flowing to state programs shows that this program
manager’s hard work and creative partnering have garnered the state $18 million from the Abandoned Mine Land
Fund. This is more than Tennessee’s share of discretionary grants, based on a comparison of how the state ranks
in terms of historic production and damage. Furthermore, Tennessee was able to secure several million matching
dollars from other federal programs and hundreds of hours of in-kind services from private sources.
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BEYOND

THE

DOLLARS

AND

SENSE

An Internet survey of states with primacy indicates there are advantages and disadvantages. Those with primacy
have elevated dialog about mining and repairing abandoned mine land, making it a part of public debate and policy.
Therefore, more state and private dollars go for repairing mine land. Unfortunately some states appear to have
appointed coal industry insiders to majority representation on regulatory commissions, thereby, compromising the
state’s ability to independently regulate the industry.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING TDEC
AND TWRA ROLES IN COAL MINING ISSUES
1 ~ Add staff resources for TDEC’s Division of Water Pollution Control
TDEC personnel are responsible for permitting and enforcing Tennessee’s Water Quality Act and related federal
programs. The Mining Section, in the Division of Water Pollution Control’s Knoxville Office, has oversight for
mining, forestry, gas and oil production. The Section has statewide responsibility for issuance of NPDES and
ARAP/401 C permits for mining activities. In 2004, they issued 118 new or renewing mining permits. In addition
to coal mining, mine permits cover limestone, sand and gravel, ball and clay, lead and zinc.
Staff has oversight of 473 permitted mine sites that include 139 coal mines, although not all of these are currently
producing coal. There are 16 pending coal permits in various stages of review. In addition to a portion of the division manager’s time, the section is composed of a manager, 11 environmental specialists, and one administrative
assistant. By comparison, OSM has 36 people in the Knoxville office responsible for regulating just coal mining
in Tennessee.
Staff has been able to keep all the balls in the air using good time management, creativity, hard work, and dedication. However, response times have necessarily slowed as more work has been added. Adding still more mining
permits and oversight responsibility without additional help may well be what finally collapses the system. On a
separate but related note, oil and gas permits are also expected to rise over the next one to five years.
TDEC needs hydrologists and engineers on staff for technical review of permit applications. WPC’s Knoxville
office has no hydrologist and only one engineer on staff. The MOU with OSM says OSM will provide technical
review of mining applications. However, problems outlined here argue for independent technical review of mining
and other water quality permits.

2 ~ Develop a new memorandum of understanding (MOU) between
TDEC and OSM
Perhaps a new, functioning MOU between TDEC and OSM can be put in place now that there is a new director at
OSM’s Knoxville office. If not, gubernatorial leadership will be needed to make this happen.
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3 ~ Develop and implement a comprehensive management plan
for Royal Blue and Sundquist Wildlife Management Areas
TWRA needs to develop a comprehensive management plan for the Royal Blue and Sundquist Wildlife
Management Areas. Ideally the plan will include species to be managed and strategies for managing them. TWRA’s
plan could take advantage of the expanded habitat by dovetailing its plan with that of the Big South Fork National
Recreation Area.
An equally important aspect of a comprehensive plan is developing strategies for managing the multiple activities on
the landscape: OHV use, coal mining, timber harvesting, oil, and gas production. TWRA can add perspective to the
plan by creating an advisory committee of conservation-oriented sportsmen who are professionals in these areas.
Additionally, a plan will only sit on the shelf without enough staff to manage it. The State of Tennessee gained
significant land resources by agreeing to work with timber, mining, oil, and gas interests. Now it is time to invest
in enough people and expertise to manage the process.

4 ~ Determine lands unsuitable for mining
Federal regulation allows for the designation of “Land Unsuitable for Mining.” Tennessee has already declared
areas around Fall Creek Falls State Park off-limits. Now it is time to take a broader look throughout the Plateau
at other areas in need of protection. In addition to designating areas off-limits, the size of streamside buffers and
other state BMPs should be evaluated in areas of high biological diversity.

5 ~ Evaluate the sufficiency of the state’s severance tax
Work with local government to determine how well severance tax dollars meet the cost of road repairs and water
treatment resulting from mine damage. Adjust the severance tax as needed to compensate for losses to these
cash-poor counties.

6 ~ Take a multi-agency look at how best to prepare for the next round
of mining and other resource extraction processes
Evidence of increased production of oil and gas kept coming up in the research about coal mining and there was
no time to fully explore how much and over what timeframe. Clearly a new round of coal mining has begun and
increased timber harvesting has been here for awhile.
Tennessee does not have the equivalent of an Environmental Impact Statement to study the overall and cumulative
effect of these processes on the landscape. The state would be well served to take a multi-agency look at these
activities using the EIS framework as a guide. Undoubtedly the answers will be very different than if developed in
a vacuum, one department or agency at a time.
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It became evident from doing these interviews that rarely, if ever, does the staff at TWRA have an opportunity to
be heard by the people at the Local Planning Assistance Section of the state’s Department of Economic and
Community Development. For that matter departments within divisions of state government rarely have time to
brainstorm. Their counterparts from Federal government could also be brought into the planning process to produce an even stronger result. An exercise like this could have far reaching benefits for our state. Appendix A contains examples of the creative outcomes possible.

CONCURRENT NATIONAL POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
1 ~ Support re-authorization of the abandoned land mine fund
The Abandoned Mine Land Fund (the Fund) is central to Tennessee’s ability to clean-up abandoned mine land. It
is in a state of flux at best and in peril for sure.
A SMCRA provision established the Fund for twenty-five years. It was set to expire in June 2004. Three companion
bills, reauthorizing the fund for periods of 10 to 15 years, were introduced in 2004. However, none had enough
votes to pass. In an effort to buy more time to find a compromise, Congress attached a rider to a military appropriation bill that extended the Fund in its present form through April 2005. Other riders have extended the Fund
through September 2005 and now June 2006.
It is safe to say that a majority of legislators would like to change something about how the Fund is currently structured. What they want to change depends on how much abandoned mine land is in their state and how far the state
has progressed in restoring it. Most senators want to continue the Fund, if their goals are met. Yet the current range
of positions makes this impossible. Western senators have nothing to lose. They are willing to do away with the Fund
altogether, if they can’t have their way. The following points of contention illustrate the divergent viewpoints:


Nearly $1.7 billion sits in the Fund un-appropriated. Although the Fund is collected annually, it must be
appropriated by Congress. From year to year, appropriators cap spending for Fund programs and the unappropriated money remains as a balance in the Fund.



One program appears to have been permanently capped. The Rural Abandoned Mine Program (RAMP)
provided money to the Soil Conservation Service, now the National Resource Conservation Service, for mine
land clean-up. Some senators want this share of the money appropriated directly to states; others want the
RAMP program restored.



There is a conflict on how un-appropriated funds should be allocated. Some want the money to go to states
with the highest priorities; others want it reallocated to the states where it was collected.



Money has been collected from western states where PRB coal is mined. However, the state’s share (50%) was
not returned to these states, because they have no pre-SMCRA abandoned mine land that has not been restored.



Eastern senators want money not allocated to western states to be reallocated to states with historic problems.



Western senators want their states’ share of the money to be used for purposes other than mine restoration. This
was not the original intent of the bill, so there is an east versus west battle. Western senators vote in block and
theirs is a difficult coalition to break. They have powerful leadership appointments and, with no money currently
flowing to their states, they have nothing to lose if the Fund is voted down or allowed to expire.



Senators from states with stream problems, such as Pennsylvania, want more money available for cleaning
up streams.



Senators from states with a higher number of safety violations want to reduce stream cleanup to a lower
priority, so more money would be available for other areas.
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Senators from states that have restored their priority 1 and 2 sites want to add priority 3, 4, and 5 sites to the
inventory and begin cleaning them up.



Some senators do not want the tribes to get allocations equal to a state’s share but be included in the federal
portion allocated to non-program states.



Tennessee’s senators want our non-program state to receive more of the federal allocation because the amount
of un-reclaimed damage ranks seventeenth among states with abandoned mine damage. Without the Fund,
Tennessee will have few if any other options for restoring abandoned mine land.



States receiving minimum funds want the threshold raised.



Others want grants redistributed that are not expended after three years.



SMCRA was amended to allow Fund interest to be used to pay pensions for retired miners. Some senators
want this provision abolished. Others don’t.

There is wide agreement that the Fund has been successful in cleaning up abandoned mine land. Three companion
bills have been introduced in the 2005 session: one biased toward western interests, the other eastern, and a compromise bill. An extension through 2006 gives time to work on passage of the compromise bill, but success is far
from certain.

USACE LAWSUIT
Kentucky Riverkeeper, Inc., (Riverkeeper) has sued in federal court and won the right to a hearing on whether
USACE can continue to issue NWP 21, general permits, for coal mining. Riverkeeper asserts that individual
permits are needed in order to assess cumulative impacts. While pertinent, this argument has less of an effect on
Tennessee. WPC has primacy over water regulation and they issue individual and not general permits, in accordance with the Tennessee Water Quality Control Act.

NEPA HEARINGS
On April 6, 2005, Congress announced its intention to hold hearings on the effectiveness of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Members stated that the law had not been comprehensively reviewed for
possible upgrade in more than a decade.
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APPENDIX A

Related State Policy Considerations
Develop and integrate compatible economic development
goals with the Governor’s plan for conservation of the
Cumberland Mountains
In 2005, Governor Bredesen outlined a plan to protect land through acquisition and proposed the Wilderness
Protection Act designed to initially focus on conservation of the Cumberland Mountains. This is indeed a laudable
goal; however, the findings of this research project suggest the need for a parallel policy tract — one that will
integrate the need for economic development and natural resource protection.
In recent years, states that have been the most successful economically worked to attract businesses that would
fit into a natural resource protection, quality of life strategy. They learned that making economic development
the sole focus was too costly in the long-term. Gubernatorial leadership is needed to change this culture in
Tennessee. It can be done by setting the goal and fostering better communication and cooperation between
already established state programs, together with using the Governor’s appointment to the Appalachian Regional
Commission to reinforce the change.

Use local watershed improvement projects to foster
improved quality of life in mountain communities
Cleaning up streams can result in an immediate, positive gain for local mountain communities. The Copper Hill
area is a prime example. Tourists are now flocking to this long ignored part of the state to spend a day or week
trout fishing.
Almost twenty years ago, the state of Pennsylvania lobbied for and got twenty watersheds included in the
Abandoned Mine Land Inventory as “problem areas,” defined as unique geographic areas containing one or more
AML problems. Total cost of repair is $3.6 billion.
Pennsylvania argued that these watersheds should be included as priority 2 sites, because they affect the general
welfare of people in their vicinity. Since OSM does not consider them an immediate risk to human health or safety,
state officials had to agree to fix watershed problems with AML Funds after tackling other priority 1 and 2 projects.
While this exercise did not help Pennsylvania get an immediate influx of AML dollars, it succeeded in making
impaired streams a subject of public discourse and priority by defining the need.
Pennsylvania has developed effective citizen watershed groups that aid with cleanup and education. And these
groups have been able to capitalize on federal matching dollars. OSM provides dollars for its Appalachian Clean
Streams Initiative from the federal share of AML funds. In Tennessee, OSM and state agencies have met with
limited success trying to build local partnerships for launching Appalachian Clean Streams projects. A lack of
community awareness doomed all but five of the projects for lack of a local partner.
Tennessee can accomplish what Pennsylvania did, using a more direct approach. Better information is key.
Conducting a thorough water quality survey will show the full range of problems, including tributary and
headwater streams. Survey results can then be used as a basis for an education outreach program, one designed
to foster local watershed groups centered on stream cleanup and protection.
Coal Mining in Tennessee
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Matching funds for stream cleanup projects are available from the Environmental Protection Agency’s 319
Non-Point Source Pollution Fund through the Tennessee Department of Agriculture. Tennessee has not been able
to fully capitalize on using this money for cleaning mine residue because of the availability of private matching
funds. Once the Clean Streams Initiative is committed to repairing a stream, work continues until the problems
are resolved. Money invested in education outreach would be returned many times over with federal and private dollars. Tennessee’s senators and congressmen can do their part to fund the program with a line item
appropriation for the stream monitoring project and the education outreach components.

Quantify the effect of ecotourism on Tennessee’s economy
From Reelfoot Lake, to Fall Creek Falls, and the Great Smoky Mountains, Tennesseans and out-of-state visitors
spend millions of dollars on eco-tourism. A one-time study done by the University of Tennessee revealed that
hunting and fishing have a significant impact for local communities. The results of their study parallel those done
by national organizations showing the economic effects of bird watching, canoeing, photography, and other ecotourism activities.
A concerted effort to quantify and track those dollars would help the state better understand and then integrate
eco-tourism as an essential plank for the state’s economic development plan. Present efforts are piecemeal. State
parks advertise to attract tourists and department staff host eco-tourism conferences for interested local groups,
and Regional Development Offices write grants for bass fishing tournaments and driving trails. However, these
strategies fall short of the impact they could have because they are considered ancillary and not central to
the Tennessee economy.
What if birdwatchers were invited to experience the eastern and western migratory flyways across the state?
What if garden clubs and photographers were invited to see the diverse plant life in the Smoky and Cumberland
Mountains? By first believing, then learning to think outside the usual box, economic development could capitalize on eco-tourism experiences that can be found nowhere else in the United States. A strategy of this nature
could strengthen the local economy and hold back development pressure on the area’s natural resources; however,
it takes planning and coordination.

Work with economic development, local planning assistance
and regional development offices to provide sustainable
development guidelines
Eco-tourism is a two edged sword. “Build it and they will come (to play).” Then the building boom ensues. The
Ocoee area and Cooper Hill are good examples. Although property tax dollars collected from upscale homes are
higher than the norm, counties are finding this does not cover infrastructure costs.
A study done for Rutherford County in 2001 found the county lost $900 for every new home because of the cost
for providing schools, roads, emergency and utility services. This four-year-old figure reflects costs in an already
developed urban area. Current prices in mountain communities will likely be higher. Sevier County offers a textbook case of local government struggling with the logistics of how to get water and fire trucks to mountain developments filling the hollows as well as the mountain tops.
Better zoning regulations are needed before “they come” and not afterward. Work currently being done by The
Nature Conservancy and the Center for Watershed Protection in the five county Duck River watershed offers an
excellent example of how a Regional Development Office and Local Planning Assistance can play a leadership role
in this arena.

Appendix A ~ Related State Policy Considerations
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TVA Proposed Environmental
Impact Statement
BACKGROUND
Researcher’s Note: The following sections were part of a report written in June 2003 in response to TVA’s invitation for
public comment regarding the scope of the company’s proposed Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for mining at the
Koppers Reserve. It is included here for those wanting more information about TVA’s EIS and the history of coal mining
nationally and in Tennessee.
Although the dates herein indicate that the EIS would be final by year end 2004, a draft has yet to be published. When
questioned, company representatives say there is more internal work to be done. Although not stated, one can assume
the following:


A difference of opinion remains on how best to move forward;



No consensus around a single alternative has developed; or



A decision has been postponed until TVA’s new, expanded Board of Directors can address this along
with other governance issues.

Proposed Action
“TVA is developing a plan for managing its coals reserves on the Koppers property in response to an anticipated
increase in demand for this coal.”1 In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA, 1969),
TVA is developing an Environmental Impact Statement to inform the decision-making process.

TVA Acquisition of Mineral Rights
The Koppers Reserve is a 53,000-acre area in western Campbell County and eastern Scott County. The area is typical
of coal properties in eastern Tennessee and eastern Kentucky, with 19 coals seams of various thickness and quality.
TVA acquired mineral rights to the 53,000-acre Koppers Reserve in 1962 as part of an effort to ensure reliable fuel
supplies. The Koppers Reserve had been heavily surface and underground mined prior to TVA’s acquisition.2

Business Decision
TVA acquired the Koppers Reserve at a time when a number of coal mining companies were going out of business.
This acquisition was seen as an investment in TVA’s coal-fired power production. The utility did not mine the coal
directly, but leased the right to mining companies. Over time TVA acquired a total of 156,000 acres of mineral
interests — 53,000 in Tennessee, 64,000 in Illinois, 45,000 in Kentucky. Koppers is the only site that lies under
publicly owned land.3
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Economic Return
TVA LEASING AUCTIONS:

TVA auctions the right to mine its mineral reserves by awarding leases to the highest
bidder for the amount of royalty TVA will be paid per ton of coal mined at the site. The mining company awarded
the lease (lessee) is required to comply with permit regulations outlined by the Office of Surface Mining (OSM)
and the Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation (NPDES, 404 WPC21 permits), and conditions
within the lease. TVA receives the same royalty per ton sold, no matter who buys the coal. 4

TVA COAL ACQUISITION:

When TVA needs coal for one of its power plants, it publishes a Request for Proposal
(RFP) stating specifications for the coal, how much is to be delivered, where, and when. Interested companies
then submit a proposal indicating they can meet the requirements as stated and at what price per ton.
TVA as well as other power generation companies award their contracts based on the lowest bid, regardless of
whether the coal is mined from leases owned by the utility or elsewhere. There will, however, be a natural pricing
advantage (lower transportation costs) for the Koppers lessee as a result of its proximity to nearby TVA generating plants.5

Surface Right Ownership Change
In 1992, the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency (TWRA) acquired the surface overlaying most of the Koppers Coal
Reserve and established the 53,000 acre Royal Blue Wildlife Management Area (WMA), with the clear understanding
that the underlying minerals would be mined. Royal Blue WMA is a multi-use area featuring hunting, off-road vehicle
use, horseback riding, hiking and bird watching, and provides habitat for rare species of fish, mammals, amphibians,
and birds.
In late 1995, TVA and TWRA reached an interim agreement to enhance communication and coordination on coal
mining activities in the area.6

Lead and Cooperating Agencies
TVA is the lead agency in the development of this EIS. As provided for in the regulations that guide the implementations
of NEPA, (40CFR. Section 1501.6), the following will participate as cooperating agencies:


U. S. Department of Interior Office of Surface Mining, Knoxville Field Office



Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency



National Park Service – Big South Fork National River and Recreation Area.

The Royal Blue WMA is adjacent to the newly created 74,000-acre Sundquist WMA. Additionally, the Smoky
Mountain segment of the Cumberland Trail State Park crosses the southern portion of the Royal Blue WMA and the
Koppers Coal Reserve.
The Koppers Coal Reserve drains into two major watersheds: the Clinch River watershed of the Tennessee River, and
the New River watershed of the Cumberland River.
The Big South Fork National River and Recreation Area (BSFNRRA) is located downstream of the Koppers Coal
Reserve in the New River watershed. BSFNRRA, a unit of the National Park Service (NPS), consists of 125,000 acres.
The NPS is mandated to protect and enhance water quality in the BSFNRRA.7
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Project Alternatives
At this time, TVA anticipates assessing the following alternatives:



NO ACTION: Continued consideration of requests for both surface and deep mine leases on an ad hoc basis.
MANAGED SURFACE AND DEEP COAL MINING: Different intensities, rates, quantities, and types of surface
and deep coal mining would be explored.




DEEP MINING ONLY: No surface mining would be considered.
NO MINING BEYOND CURRENT LEASES: No additional leases for mining Koppers coal would be considered
beyond current leases.



DISPOSAL

OF TVA’S MINERAL RIGHTS AT FAIR MARKET VALUE:
1. TVA’s mineral rights could be purchased by a coal company for the purpose of mining, or
2. All or part of TVA’s mineral rights could be purchased by an entity that does not intend to mine.

Other alternatives proposed by the public; local, state, and federal agencies; and cooperating agencies during scoping also will be considered.8

Timeline
The deadline for scoping comments is June 15, 2003. TVA will do research and develop a draft EIS for release
around October 2004. The public will have 45 days for review and comment. These comments will be taken into
consideration and a final EIS issued. No action will be taken until 30 days after the final EIS has been posted.9

Notes
1 United States. Federal Register, “TVA Notice of Intent,” May 15, 2003, Volume 68, Number 94: 26371-26373.
2 United States. Tennessee Valley Authority, “Koppers Coal Reserve Management Plan Environmental Impact
Statement Scoping,” June 3, 2003.
3 John Shipp, Jr., Ruth Horton, Chuck Nicholson, and Jim Edgar. Personal Interview. May 12, 2003.
4 John Shipp, Jr., Ruth Horton, Chuck Nicholson, and Jim Edgar. Personal Interview. May 12, 2003.
5 Jim Edgar. Personal Interview. June 3, 2003.
6 United States. Tennessee Valley Authority. “Koppers Coal Reserve Management Plan Environmental Impact
Statement Scoping,” June 3, 2003.
7 United States. Tennessee Valley Authority. “Koppers Coal Reserve Management Plan Environmental Impact
Statement Scoping,” June 3, 2003.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
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Tipple south of Jellico, TN. A “tipple” is a site for cleaning, grading, storing and shipping coal. These are located for easy
access by rail and truck.

The National Coal Tipple in Caryville on the banks of Cove Creek.
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Scoping Considerations
for the Koppers EIS
Expand the purpose
Expand the EIS purpose and outcome to evaluate and develop an integrated strategy for
meeting all federal mandates for managing the surface and mineral interests on the Koppers
Reserve and Royal Blue WMA. Any mining activity should be folded into a comprehensive
management plan for the site.

REASONING
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations call for
expanding the scope and purpose of an EIS to include related and possibly conflicting federal and associated state
mandates. In addition to the needs outlined by the National Park Service legislation, environmental legislation
(NEPA, Endangered Species Act, and the Clean Water Act), passed since TVA acquired the Koppers Reserve,
create inherent conflicts between federal requirements for managing natural resources on the surface and the
federal need to mine the mineral interests.
Further, TWRA has had difficulty coordinating mineral extraction needs with restoring and managing the surface.
Agency management efforts were thwarted, staff time and money wasted when mining activity occurred at newly
restored sites. A stand of trees was cut down prematurely to make way for new mining activity that did not take
place. It will take decades to replace this forest. Uncoordinated seismic exploration has trampled habitat and
caused erosion.
A coordinated plan would avoid any implications that TVA was violating CEQ Section 1502.1G, meet a higher
federal standard, promote more harmonious relations, and avoid wasting taxpayer and sportsmen’s dollars. Such
a plan would allow TWRA to know where future mining will take place so they can manage around those sites
insofar as possible. It would set out rules and regulations, or a methodology by which they would be adopted and
reviewed, for such issues as locating, building, and restoring roads, setting bonding to protect the surface owner
against incidental mining damage, define best management practices for preventing sediment, managing acid mine
drainage, restoration, bonding, and mitigation to name just a few.
Without an integrated plan, the future could be even more problematic for the landowner. Depending on the rate
of coal extraction, TWRA staff could be overwhelmed by the volume of work associated with meeting TVA needs,
leaving no staff time to pursue stream restoration, forest and wildlife management. Left unchecked, the rate of surface change could also ultimately defeat wildlife management efforts.

 Text in bold print indicates the recommended action.
Normal text provides the reasoning behind the previous request.
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Expand the list of cooperating agencies
Invite both the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and the Department of Environment
and Conservation (TDEC) to be cooperating agencies.
The FWS has regulatory authority over endangered and migratory species at the federal level. TDEC has responsibility for water regulation; the Historical Commission, Geology and Heritage divisions also have valuable expertise
relevant to this study.

Develop a new paradigm
Design the research from this EIS to better understand the ecological consequences of past
mining and regulation, and use this information to inform future decisions and actions at
Koppers and elsewhere.
Conflicts between natural resource extraction and protecting water quality and the “web of life” will continue.
The rate of land use change and human disturbances to the environment have left precious little room for error
without significant environmental and ecological consequences, and these have an associated economic cost for
government, business, and citizens.
TVA and other power companies have long been dependent on coal and coal mining to accomplish their purpose
and this trend will continue for the foreseeable future, despite industry efforts at identifying and employing
alternative energy sources.
One hundred fifty years of boom and bust cycles in the minefields have had an associated cost to the environment,
although there have been governmental efforts to minimize these. Tennessee and other southeastern states are
facing another mining boom. Now is the time to take stock — to better understand the environmental and
economic consequences of past mining and restoration decisions — and use this information to develop better
mining strategies and practices for the future.
TVA’s EIS for the Koppers Reserve and the imperative for developing an integrated management plan is an ideal
situation for evaluating and developing such a strategy. Doing so fits TVA’s mandate for providing economic
development and their charge as a federal Natural Resource Steward. It also provides a greater value for the citizens
who saw fit to set aside Royal Blue by giving a higher purpose to any mining or mitigation activity.
Certainly there are those who will argue that the ratepayers cannot afford this, but a different look at the situation
will conclude that ratepayers cannot afford otherwise. The ratepayers are also taxpayers, business leaders, and
citizens. TVA’s mandate for economic development cannot come at a cost to them. Other industries understand
this cost benefit analysis. Those associated with making automobiles have been and are working to meet the
requirements of ISO 14001 and the forest products industry is meeting sustainable forestry standards. They realize
it lowers their cost of doing business, provides better economic return, and a better public image.
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Extend the timeframe for research and review
Extend the timeframe for developing a draft environmental impact statement one
more year.
An extra year is needed for gathering and evaluating data for such a complex project. The opportunity to research
some species will soon be gone for this year, plus understanding and evaluating data in a collaborative way will take
time. Each organization will have to devote staff time in conjunction with other projects, so no one can work on
this full-time. Considerable lead-time will be needed to set up meetings or have time to adequately evaluate the
research data. A mining operation projected to take place over the next 10-50 years deserves time to consider
present and future implications at all levels.

Conduct research
Research is central to developing and evaluating an integrated management plan. Topics include the following:

ENDANGERED SPECIES
Conduct a thorough inventory of resident and migratory species to identify rare, threatened, and endangered species. Evaluate fishes, amphibians, mussels, reptiles, mammals, bird,
and plant species. This research should also identify species of concern to avoid creating an
expensive environmental roadblock.

HABITAT CHANGE
Research the historic patterns and occurrence of natural communities in this area prior to
mining, pre-law, and post-law, in an effort to evaluate the ecological consequences of
different decisions associated with mining. This study should look at changes in species
and community composition and occurrence, regeneration rates, and the unintended
consequences of introducing invasive exotic species.
The findings and subsequent analysis will be needed to inform an integrated eco-system management plan, develop
better permit guidelines, and guide restoration and reforestation efforts at Koppers and elsewhere.

MINING PROBLEMS
Survey the extent of mine damage at the Royal Blue WMA and on adjacent properties.
Surveys should look at the direct impacts to water and ecology. A cost assessment for
restoration should also be determined.
Better understanding the cost of what has happened and the cost of restoration will be directly applicable to
mitigation and will help with designing and analyzing the cost of future safeguards.
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REFORESTATION
Research is needed on reforestation techniques to determine what will work best for area
conditions. No research on this technique has been done in the Cumberland Mountains
where slopes are steep, topsoil is thin and forest regeneration is naturally slower than in
more fertile areas. Re-contoured slopes constructed from unconsolidated material will not
have the hydrologic attributes of the original bedrock. Even with amended soils applied to
the surface, the microbes, seed and rootstock of the native vegetation will be dramatically
altered or lost.
Reforestation will be an important component of any restoration efforts at Royal Blue and elsewhere. It is unknown
if conditions can be created to allow a forest to regenerate that will function ecologically like the forest that is
removed. It is unknown how long such a process would take.
While reforestation alternatives should be included as part of restoring any sites proposed for mining, these
reclaimed areas should not be valued equally against the loss of the present forest when determining net loss.
Further, all means to reduce surface disturbance need to be explored.

SURFACE

AND

GROUND WATER ANTI-DEGRADATION

The water quality of all streams within Royal Blue WMA need to be evaluated according to
provisions of the Clean Water and Tennessee Water Quality Control Acts for their highest
designation and level of protection under the anti-degradation requirements.
Updated policies and procedures at the Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation’s Water Pollution
Control Office may dictate that some streams on Royal Blue Wildlife Management Area should receive greater protection. Portions of the Big South Fork River are designated as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW),
and the implication of such designation for potential mining on Royal Blue should be examined, since a cumulative
impact analysis should include consideration of the impacts on the Big South Fork National Recreation Area.

SEDIMENT CONTROL
Numeric water quality limitations on sediment treatment units need to be set in order to
protect endangered fish under high flow conditions.

ACID MINE DRAINAGE
TVA should set a threshold for new mining above which acid-producing shales will not be
mined in an effort to protect the watershed and minimize the present and future costs of
maintaining water control structures.
Some seams in the Koppers Reserve are known to contain high concentrations of pyrite, which when mixed with air
and water results in acid mine drainage. This occurs in areas with both surface and underground mines.
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ARCHEOLOGICAL

AND

HISTORIC SURVEYS

Conduct a thorough archaeological, historic and cultural resources survey
Neither the original or supplemental EIS have adequately evaluated this resource. Remnants of coal mining communities at Pioneer, Turley and Royal Blue, the tipple site at Buckeye, and family cemeteries through the property
bear silent witnesses to late nineteenth and early twenty-century mining activities, the miners, and their families.

Expand alternatives
LANDS UNSUITABLE

FOR

MINING

Work with the cooperators to fully identify areas of high ecological value, sites to be
avoided in an effort to minimize environmental harm, and important viewsheds in need
of protection, so that these can be set aside as Lands Unsuitable for Mining.

REDUCED SURFACE DISTURBANCE
Identify and evaluate an alternative designed to promote ecological gain, and reduce past
and future impacts from surface mining.

SELLING

THE

LAND

TO A

PRIVATE COMPANY

OR

OTHER FEDERAL AGENCY

Do not sell TVA’s mineral lease to a private firm for mining without first ensuring its
protection through conservation easements designed to meet the highest level of federal
requirements.
The methodology by which TVA sets the price for selling its mineral interest should be
transparent and made available to the public as part of the EIS.

RELATIVE ECONOMIC IMPACTS
The economic impacts of the different alternatives need to be evaluated and compared.
The EIS should focus not simply on the potential economic benefits from coal mining but
should also examine the cost of environmental safeguards for coal mining, the possible
consequences of setting an inadequate bond, and the negative economic impacts arising
from decreases in recreational use by sportsmen, hikers, birdwatchers, ATV and OHV
riders etc., as a result of increased mining.
TVA’s EIS should identify and reimburse the land manager (TWRA) for staff time and
other costs associated with meeting TVA’s needs.
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CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
This EIS needs to evaluate direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of leasing the mineral
rights on Royal Blue WMA. These cumulative impacts should take into consideration
recent regulatory changes that will likely result in an increase in regional high sulfur
surface coal mining. Habitat loss to other forces like silvicultural practices and development
in the region also need to be evaluated.

Explore mitigation alternatives
Work with cooperating agencies to develop mitigation strategies to compensate for any net
loss to the environment. Strategies should be directly related to this site because of its
higher value as public land and the cost of restoring still unresolved impacts of past mining.
Possibilities could include: environmental and ecological restoration projects, creating a
Trust Fund for long-term site management, and leaving something extra to benefit the
community when the mining is gone.

RESTORATION
TVA ratepayers enjoyed benefits from coal mined in the Jellico field, including the Koppers Reserve, long before
TVA owned it. References from The Coal Reserves of Tennessee by Edward T. Luther (1959) and the mining section
in the Tennessee Encyclopedia of History and Culture (1998) indicate that TVA became an increasingly important
customer for Tennessee coal beginning in the 1940s, and by the early 1950s TVA was buying 85% of the coal
produced here. That margin increased in future years. The volume of extraction and residual damage coincides
with a shift to surface mining that occurred coincidental to TVA’s need for and use of the resource.
TVA has shown leadership as a Federal Natural Resource Trustee in restoring the tail waters below their dams.
The millions of dollars of mining damage at Royal Blue deserve similar consideration and reparation. Anyone who
argues that this provides a disproportionate benefit to Tennesseans has likely not considered that citizens in other
states have long prospered from the power generated with coal mined at Royal Blue.

“LEAVE SOMETHING

FOR THE

COMMUNITY”

Countless resources show little long-term economic benefit from mining for the economy of the area. It would
show good faith to the community and “leave something behind when the mining is done” to create two Trust
Funds as part of the mitigation process.


Natural Resource Trust Fund — A separate vehicle could be established to provide for long-term land
management. It would be managed by TWRA.



Education Trust Fund — This fund could provide scholarships for local children attending college or
vocational schools, and grants for enrichment programs for public school systems in Anderson, Scott, and
Campbell counties, where the Jellico field was located. The scholarships and grants could be targeted for
natural resource conservation and environmental studies. The money should be managed and directed
independently. The East Tennessee Foundation could manage the fund with granting guidelines and
decisions determined by a diverse volunteer board including citizen and government representatives.
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Funding the EIS
Clearly TVA generates power and not cash; however, it is in a cash intensive business and proposing an activity that
could generate $140 million in a relatively short period. The research and planning functions to be undertaken, the
modified alternatives to be considered, and the mitigation to be funded, while not cheap, represent a modest investment in safeguarding the environment against the potential gain.
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Generalized stratigraphic sequence of Pennsylvanian rocks in Tennessee
Source: State of Tennessee. Department of Conservation and Commerce, Division of Geology.
The Coal Reserves of Tennessee, by Edward T. Luther, 1959.
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APPENDIX D

Understanding Coal Mining
in Tennessee
Geology
Tennessee coal was formed 285 to 325 million years ago during the Pennsylvania period as the eastern shoreline
advanced and receded. The Pennsylvanian stratum occurs throughout the Cumberland Plateau, which runs north and
south across Tennessee. Although much of the Plateau is essentially flat at an average elevation of 1800 feet, there are
gentle undulations and gorges throughout, a 900-foot escarpment on the eastern edge, and mountains ranging from
2000 feet in the south to 3500 feet in the north. The Plateau was divided by the Cumberland Plateau Overthrust. The
northern portion features Elk Valley, which stretches into Kentucky, and the Sequatchie Valley, which runs south into
Alabama, lies within the Southern Plateau. Twenty-two counties on the Plateau have known coal reserves.1

Generalized
physiographic
map of Tennessee
COAL GEOLOGY
Pennsylvanian rocks are primarily sandstone and shale. They occur in nine layers ranging from the Grizzard Group
at the base to the Cross Mountain Formation at 3500 feet. Layers of sandstone and shale cap coal seams at each
level. Some of these shale layers contain pyrite, which will form sulfuric acid drainage when exposed to air and
water in the mining process. Not all layers contain pyrite and the ones that do have different densities of the
material. The Sewanee layer is known to have a high concentration of pyrite. It is important to note that some
higher elevation coal seams were exposed to the surface as the earth has shifted over the years. Soils and water in
this area will be more acidic, yet not approach levels caused by mining.

KOPPERS RESERVE
TVA’s 53,000-acre mineral lease is located under Campbell and Scott counties. Known Campbell County seams
have been found from the Rex (approximately 800 feet) at the bottom of the Crooked Fork Group to the Peewee
(approximately 3000 feet) jutting out near the top of the Red Oak Formation. The lowest known seam for
coal reserves in Scott County is White Oak (50 feet) located within the Grizzard Group, the lowest
Pennsylvanian formation.2
Coal Mining in Tennessee
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There are nineteen identified seams of various thickness and quality at Koppers. The seams do not run in a
straight line but are interspersed throughout the mountain ranges. All are not recoverable. “Total recoverable coal
at the Koppers Reserve is estimated at 70 million tons, including 28 million from surface mining and 42 million
tons from deep mining. Royalty income from this coal is presently valued at approximately $140 million.”3

Coal Industry
The First
150 Years

Coal mining in the United States began in the early 1800s but early mining was largely
done in small quantities for personal use, either home heating or business, until the
mid-1800s when the mining industry commercialized. By 1885, coal had surpassed
wood as the primary source of energy in the United States. The industry developed as
railroads expanded their service. Coal powered steam engines, transportation and the
industrial revolution.

Coal production doubled, tripled or more every decade until the later half of the 1920s and early 1930s when the
Great Depression and increased use of new energy sources, oil and natural gas, caused the market to fluctuate
downward.4 By the late 1930s production began to climb again with the onset of rural electrification and World
War II. In 1953 the amount of coal used for energy production surpassed the amount used for residential heating,
commercial, and transportation; and the gap has continued to widen.5
Gain in production was realized because of increased mechanization and consolidation. In 1923, there were 9,331
mines employing 704,793 miners, producing 564.6 million tons of coal. In a decade-by-decade look at this period,
demand peaked in 1943 with 6,620 mines, employing 416,007 miners, producing 590.2 million tons of coal. Yet the
impacts of mechanization were still being felt. Strip mining, using heavy equipment to mine large sections of earth,
started in 1938 and was established in the industry in the early 1940s. By 1953, 6,671 mines employed 293,106
miners, producing 458.9 million tons of coal.6

Tennessee: 1800-1953
The first record of coal being commercially produced in Tennessee occurred in 1814 when a blacksmith mined
coal near Rockwood to fuel his forge. However, the coal industry did not begin to form until the 1830s when
there were reports of coal being shipped to other states.7 Coal mining became a significant Tennessee industry
only after the end of the Civil War.
James F. Fickle of the University of Memphis authored the mining section for the Tennessee Encyclopedia of
History and Culture. His reference to the state’s coal economy follows.
Coal mining became a significant Tennessee industry only after the end of the Civil War. As late as 1840, the
U. S. census reported only two coal producers in the state. By the eve of the war the number had risen to six,
with nearly 400 employees, but only $423,662 in value of production. These figures changed only slightly during
the next decade. Tennessee was tenth of 19 states in bituminous production, with output concentrated in
Anderson, Campbell,8 Grundy, Hamilton, Marion, and Roane counties. By the 1850s large-scale coal mining
had begun, and in the 1860s J. D. B. De Bow, the famous promoter of southern industrialization, predicated
that the extensive coal and iron resources of the Cumberland would facilitate the rise of industry. In the 1870s
northern investors and businessmen bought up huge acreages in the mineral areas of Appalachia, and by the
early twentieth century controlled most of the best coal districts. During the 1880s there was a five-fold increase
in coal production, and employment rose to more than 4,000 workers laboring above ground and 3,400 below
ground. The value of coal produced was nearly $2,340,000. By this time Tennessee was thirteenth of 29 coal
continued next page
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producing states and territories in value of production. Five large mines operated in the Jellico coalfield, which
stretched from Kentucky into the Tennessee counties of Campbell, Anderson, and Scott. Other important mining
areas were in Claiborne, Morgan, Hamilton, and Marion counties. Fentress, White, Grundy, Roane, Overton,
Bledsoe, Sequatchie, Rhea, Putnam, and Overton counties were also coal producers. The needs of industry stimulated production, as did the fact that railroad construction in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century
made the state’s coal deposits more accessible to both miners and markets. Consolidation and the opening of
new and larger mines also contributed to the growing output.
By 1909 bituminous coal was the state’s leading mining industry. A decade later coal mining constituted more
than half of the mining enterprises in the state, employed 66 percent of mining wage earners, and contributed
over 60 percent of the value of mining production. The bituminous coal industry continued to rank first among
the mineral industries in Tennessee as late as 1939, although by that time it accounted for only about 46 percent
of the total value of mineral products.
At the turn of the century about 85 coal operators were in the state. During the next four decades, the number of
mines fluctuated, from a high of 145 in 1919 to a low of 78 in 1929, and back up to 123 in 1939. Production
settled at around five million tons, while the value of production fluctuated wildly because of changing prices.
As late as 1909 far more coal was produced by hand pick as by machine. Because of new technology, the number
of workers in the industry steadily, declined settling in at around 7,500 by 1940. For the next 20 years production remained at about the same level, roughly six million tons mined each year, although a surge in production
occurred during World War II.9
The market shift for coal consumption on a national basis was mirrored in Tennessee. Writing for the Tennessee
Division of Geology, Edward Luther states, “The only remaining major market for Tennessee coal is the Tennessee Valley Authority, which operates a number of steam plants in conjunction with its hydroelectric facilities.
These plants have, in recent years, consumed as much as 85 percent of Tennessee’s total coal production.”10

The Middle
Years:
1960-1970

As the following chart shows, coal production grew exponentially in the United
States over this period and economies of scale were realized with improved
technology for both surface and underground mines.
Year

Number of Mines

Number of Miners

Total U. S. Production11

1963

7,940

141,646

458,900,000

1973

4,744

148,121

591,700,000

Coal for power generation was an increasingly larger percent of the market. In 1961, coal for power generation
surpassed that used by industry. While the price per ton of coal increased through the late ’60s and early ’70s, it
began a steady decline by the late ’70s.

Tennessee: 1960-1970
Tennessee coal production consolidated in the 1960s with marginal mines closing, and reached a peak of
11.2 million tons in 1973 because of improved strip mining technology, such as auger mining. By 1975,
strip mining accounted for 60 percent of the state’s coal production.12
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A TIME

TO

CHANGE — SURFACE MINE CONTROL

AND

RECOVERY ACT (SMCRA)

By the mid-1970s only 22 states were regulating coal mining and the effects of 150 years of mining could be seen
on the landscape when President Jimmy Carter signed SMCRA. “Pre-Law” and “Post Law” are terms often
bantered about in mining discussions. SMCRA mandated more stringent permitting standards, including environmental management, and restoration. Mining companies were required to post a bond, which is not refunded until
five years after mining has ceased and restoration efforts are known to be working. If mining operations post 1977
are abandoned, the company forfeits its bond and the bond money is used to restore the site.
Two important SMCRA provisions are:


Lands Unsuitable for Mining, which realizes that certain coal deposits cannot be mined without permanent
damage to important cultural or natural resources. The Secretary of the Interior makes this designation
according to established guidelines.



Abandoned Mine Lands Fund provides that a fee for every ton of coal mined after 1977 goes into the Fund
to restore old (pre-1977) sites.

The effects of 150 years of mining can clearly be seen by consulting the Abandoned Mine Inventory system on
the OSM website. In Tennessee alone, the estimated cost of repairing the highest-ranked problem areas is
$35 million. The estimated cost of repairs to abandoned pre-1977 sites in six adjacent counties, including Campbell
and Scott counties, is $21.6 million. It is difficult to tell how much of this occurs under the Koppers Reserve and
Royal Blue WMA because of the differing scales of mapped data; however, it appears to be between $8 and $10
million. The area to be mined appears to have between $1.5 and $2 million of the known damage, yet the full
extent of damage has not been evaluated.

The Later
Years:
1980-2002

Technology continued to drive coal production in the U.S. through the turn
of the century, as seen in the following chart.
Total U. S. Production13

Year

Number of Mines

Number of Miners

1983

3,337

175,642

782,100,000

1993

2,475

101,322

945,400,000

2002

1,500

75,000

1,099,900,000

According to the National Mining Association’s (NMA) website, “productivity rates have reached an astonishing
average of more than 6 tons per miner per hour, or 48 tons in a single 8-hour day.” The price of coal has continued
the general downward trend begun in the late 1970s and power generation companies remain the largest customer.
Other statistics from the NMA website tell why:


Coal is by far the cheapest source of fuel per million BTU, averaging less than half the price of petroleum and
natural gas.14



Coal is more plentiful than oil or natural gas, accounting for 95 percent of the nation’s fossil energy reserves.

Of every 10 tons of coal mined in the U. S. in 2002, 9.1 tons were sold for power generation. TVA uses between
40 and 45 million tons of coal per year to generate 50-60 percent of its output. In 2002, TVA purchases accounted
for just over 4% of the coal sold to electric utilities.
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Tennessee: 1980-2002
By the early 1990s, the number of coal mining establishments in Tennessee had fallen by more than twothirds, the number of workers by three-fourths, and the value of shipments by nearly two-thirds. The major
markets for Tennessee coal in recent decades have been utilities in Tennessee and neighboring states. A
relatively small amount of high-grade metallurgical coal has been exported, mostly to Japan.15
Data from the last completed Economic Census survey (1998)16 indicates there were 24 companies
mining coal in Tennessee. Fourteen have surfacing mining operations, with 64.3% of those employing
fewer than 20 people. Ten underground operations were noted, with 50% employing 20 or fewer people.
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